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Summary
Mount Beaumont is approximately 100 km north-east o f Esperance in the south-east of
Western Australia. In 1982 an area o f 35,000 ha o f virgin Crown Land was released for
agriculture (identified as Mount Beaumont Stage I) and later it was proposed to release a
further 33,600 h a (Mount Beaumont Stage II).
Following development o f the first stage, doubts arose about the suitability o f the soils for
agriculture, so the Department o f Agriculture (now Agriculture Western Australia) surveyed
the soils o f the Mount Beaumont Stage II area before further land release. The survey
indicated severe limitations to production and as a consequence a further soil survey o f the
land in Mount Beaumont Stage I was undertaken.
The soil series names introduced by Teakle, Burvill and Stokes (1932-35) for the Salmon
Gums area have been used where appropriate, and new names have been introduced where
new soils have been identified.
Comparisons are made between Mount Beaumont soils and similar soils in the Salmon Gums
area. The 1965 survey (Benetti and Grant 1965) mis-identified some o f the Mount Beaumont
soils. There are significant differences between the soils o f Mount Beaumont and Salmon
Gums.
This publication combines the results o f the two surveys.
The authors conclude that:
All soils in the Stage I area suffer from salinity at relatively shallow depths and most
have structural degradation as a result o f clearing and cultivation.
Ninety per cent o f the soils o f the Stage II area are not suited to conventional agriculture
and would require special management to prevent a rapid decline in productivity
following clearing.
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ntroduction
The Mount Beaumont survey area is located 100 km north-east o f Esperance and
covers a total area o f about 83,000 ha. Mount Beaumont itself (AMG 470000 inE,
6308500 inN or longitude 122° 4" east, latitude 330 20" south) lies within the survey
area near the western margin. The small township o f Condingup is 50 km south o f the
south-western corner. Figure 1 is a location map. About 5,300 ha o f nature reserves
are included in the survey; mainly around areas o f rocky hills such as Mount
Beaumont itself. Figure 2 shows areas o f vacant Crown Land and Conservation an
Land Management (CALM) reserves in relation to the survey area.
The Stage I area was released for agriculture in 1982 but Stage h i s currently undeveloped.
Dense scrub restricts access to the area although there are a few cleared survey lines.
The aims o f this study, completed in 1987, were to map and describe the soils, and to identify
problems possibly inherent in their chemical and physical properties which could inhibit
productive agriculture.
Soils with severe limitations for agriculture cover a large proportion o f the Stage II area.
These soils contain bicarbonate and are sodic and saline at depths o f 5-20 cm. The soils were
compared with the soils described by Tealde, Burvill and Stokes (1932-35) and Burvill (1939)
in the Salmon Gums area and it was found that some Mount Beaumont soils are quite
different from those at Salmon Gums.
Hirschberg (1984) recommended that no further land should be released in the Mount
Beaumont area because the groundwater at three bores (15 m deep) west o f Mount Beaumont
showed very high salinity. He concluded that the salinity would further increase if
considerable land clearing was permitted. Since 1986, watertable rises have been monitored
in a cleared area near the boundary o f the Stage 1 and Stage II survey. An annual watertable
rise o f about 40 cm has been measured (R. Nulsen 1995, personal communication) which
confirms the forecast o f salinity increases with rising watertables.
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Figure 2. Vacant Crown L a n d a n d Conservation a n d L a n d Management reserves.
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1-]is1iy of land use
The farms o f Mount Beaumont Stage I were released for agriculture in 1978 and were almost
fully developed for dryland cereal cropping by the early 1990s. Farming activities are similar
to other Esperance mallee areas. Wheat and barley are the main cereals grown in rotation
with legume-based pastures or lupins.
Soil types determine the legume: alkaline soils grow medics; shallow duplex soils carry
subterranean clover; and deeper duplex soils (>30 cm) grow either subterranean clover pasture
or lupins depending on farmer preference. Lupin growing is restricted by the limited area of
suitable soils.
Pasture and cereal rotations are 1:1 or 2:1 pasture:cereal. Medics perform best in shortpasture rotations. Pastures are grazed primarily for production.
The Stage I area currently has 14 farms. Block sizes range from 2,000 to 2,200 ha, allowing
for changes in rainfall and soil types. About half the properties have changed hands since
release. This is slightly higher than similar new land mallee areas such as Cascade o r Ridley.
Reasons for change in ownership vary but include family isolation, under-capitalisation and
health. Currently the land is owned by farmers who live either on the properties or nearby in
more established areas so that the Beaumont properties are an extension o f their existing
enterprises.
Production in the Beaumont area is equivalent to other Esperance mallee areas once the land
is pastured and adequate phosphorus is applied. Farming practices affect yields but
2.0-2.5 tonnes per hectare o f cereals or 1.2 tonnes o f lupins are common with stocking rates
on established pasture o f 3-4 dry sheep equivalents per hectare.
Lack o f capital for investment in new machinery, fertiliser and pasture improvement limits
performance on some properties.
In common with other Esperance mallee areas, shallow duplex (<5 cm sand or loam over
clay) soils are easily degraded by cultivation. Farmers who practise direct drilling and limit
the depth o f working have retained soil structure with associated better crop and pasture
emergence, and often the best crop yields.
Hardsetting soil, wind erosion, boron toxicity, seasonal trace element deficiencies, seasonal
waterlogging and kopi soil patches need to be managed carefully. Not all risks are present on
all farms.
On the positive side, large farm sizes, reliable rainfall and a good range o f soil types can
combine with modern farming practices to make viable farm enterprises. The area is only
120 km from the port o f Esperance and 30-50 km from Beaumont Siding (Cooperative Bulk
Handling Grain Receival Bin).
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Climate
Climatic data for the Mount Beaumont area is very limited. The main recording station on
similar latitude is at Salmon Gums (63 years o f rainfall recording) 150 km to the west. Some
remote rain gauges provide less reliable and shorter term data (Figure 3). Salmon Gums
temperatures (63 years, Australian Rainman) could be taken, with reservations, as a reference
for temperatures at Mount Beaumont. Rainfall and temperatures recorded for some stations
are shown in Table 1.

Annual rainfall
Three other stations with recordings o f daily rainfall, which may be relevant, are Fraser Range
with 308 mm average annual rainfall (93 years of records); Southern Hills with 275 mm
average annual rainfall (80 years); and Grass Patch with 352 mm average annual rainfall (95
years of records).
To supplement those rather distant stations, the Department o f Agriculture set up a network of
automatic rain gauges nearer the Mount Beaumont area, which were sampled and serviced
periodically. Recordings were collated by Crook (1982) who attempted to cover gaps or
uncertainties in some records by linear regression. The locations of recording stations are
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 compares the isohyets of mean annual rainfall as shown by the Bureau of
Meteorology (1975) and Crook (1982) redrawn with a common scale. The Bureau shows the
annual rainfall o f the survey area as about 400 mm while Crook has it as somewhat less. In
both cases the postulated isohyets bulge to the north near Mount Beaumont.
Newbey (1983) suggested the southern end of the Fraser Range has a localised area of higher
rainfall, although the range rises only 100 m above the general level of the plain. He suggested
that the vegetation south of Fraser Range strongly indicated an annual rainfall of <300 mm.
The redrawing o f the annual isohyets, which he emphasises are approximations, is shown in
Figure 4. His postulated 350 mm isohyet is much straighter than in the other two sources and
passes through the south of the survey area.

Effective rainfall
Many attempts have been made worldwide to derive a formula whereby readily available
measurements o f rainfall and evaporation from a free water surface (both usually mean monthly
totals) can be applied to defining climatic boundaries and drainage through soils. Such a
formula, derived by Prescott (1949), is widely used in Australia for estimating the minimum
amount of rainfall which will initiate plant growth and maintain plants above the wilting point.
Prescott's climatic index has the form P/Em and the value frequently used is P I E " (Prescott
1949, Bureau o f Meteorology 1975).
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T a b l e 1.

R a i n f a l l d i s t r i b u t i o n a t five, t e m p e r a t u r e a t t h r e e l o c a t i o n s a n d e v a p o r a t i o n a t o n e station.

Location

reds

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total
year

17
16
16
20
17

21
19
20
24
24

28
25
22
24
22

46
32
27
26
23

82
50
40
35
32

96
51
44
41
32

106
50
39
36
27

94
49
40
34
25

68
40
32
31
20

54
36
31
26
21

31
26
23
26
20

21
18
18
19
21

663
413
352
341
284

25.0
27.4
28.5

22.9
23.5
24.4

17.9
19.4
20.1

17.0
16.6
17.2

17.7
16.2
16.4

19.3
17.2
18.0

20.8
19.9
21.4

22.9
23.4
24.9

24.7
26.2
27.9

21.7
29.4
30.8

21.8
23.3
24.4

15.9
14.8
15.8

14.9
12.9
14.4

13.1
10.7
11.7

10.8
7.5
8.5

9.0
5.8
6.5

8.1
5.0
5.2

8.5
5.0
5.6

9.5
6.1
7.4

10.6
8.1
9.8

12.7
10.9
12.3

14.4
12.9
14.3

11.9
9.5
10.6

260

221

156

103

73

89

97

127

187

241

297

2188

M e a n monthly rainfall* (mm)
Esperance PO
Scaddan
Grass Patch
Salmon Gums RS
Norseman PO

112
81
95
63
98

M e a n daily m a x i m u m t e m p e r a t u r e * (°C)
Esperance PO
Salmon Gums RS
Norseman PO

112
63
98

26.1
30.9
32.3

26.3
30.0
31.0

M e a n daily m i n i m u m t e m p e r a t u r e * (°C)
Esperance PO
Salmon Gums RS
Norseman PO

112
63
98

15.5
14.3
15.7

M e a n monthly evaporation** (mm)
Salmon Gums RS

63

337

PO

Post Office.

RS

Research Station.

*

Clewed, J.F., Clarkson, N.M., Owens, D.T. and Abrecht, D.G. (1994)

**

Luke G.J., Burke K.L. and O'Brien T.M. (1988). Evaporation data for Western Australia

Acricultural growing season
The agricultural growing season is that part o f the year when rainfall is greater than the
minimum effective amount necessary to keep crop plants alive. The amount by which rainfall
exceeds that limit is a measure o f the amount o f moisture available for plant growth. The
growing season defined in that way relates mainly to introduced plants, meaning agricultural
plants drawing moisture from fairly shallow depths.
Used in that manner, the climatic index is a crude measure which, although claimed to be
largely independent o f soils, cannot be so entirely. Moisture stored in soils or the amounts
and patterns o f rainfall, both before and during the growing period o f annual plants, is not
considered. For these reasons the Bureau o f Meteorology no longer places much reliance on
the index used in this way, though it was illustrated by maps and tables in the 1971
publication.
Using evidence to hand at the time, the Bureau o f Meteorology (1971) showed the Mount
Beaumont area average winter rainfall (May to October) was between 239 and 254 mm. A
growing season, as defined from Prescott's index was about 5.5 months and on the same
basis, there was a moisture surplus during the growing season o f about 100 m m o f rain
(Figure 5).
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Geology and physiography
The area can be divided into four physiographic zones: the western, central and eastern zones
and the south-eastern plain.
The western zone has undulating to gently rolling longitudinal dunes aligned in a
north-westerly to a westerly direction. In the swales between the dunes, round to elliptic
claypans and salt lakes occur (see map, Figure 6). This zone merges into the higher central
zone. Figure 6 shows the location o f the survey in relation to the surrounding salt lakes and
claypans.
The central zone is a plateau 7 km wide and 33 km long in a south-westerly to north-easterly
direction. The plateau rises gently from an altitude o f 200 m in the south-west to 240 m in its
centre and falls again to 210 m in the north-east. Mount Beaumont rises steeply to 276 m
from this plateau as a dome-like hill. Basement rocks are gneissic and major jointing systems
are aligned parallel to the long axis o f the plateau. The plateau is covered by clays forming
gilgai microrelief.
The eastern zone is gently undulating and falls from west to east to an altitude o f 160 m. The
zone is characterised by three broad and fairly flat creek systems which drain in a
south-easterly direction. The creeks arise at rock outcrops which follow the eastern edge of
the central plateau zone. The cross joints o f the basement rocks guide the direction o f the
drainage systems. The zone is characterised by a mosaic o f soil associations. Gilgai
microrelief occurs in the drainage lines, around rock outcrops and on the valley divides,
especially near the central zone. The Esperance geological map (Morgan and Peers 1973)
shows only minor outcrops o f feldspathic granite and biotitic gneiss in the district.
The eastern zone and the south-eastern plain are separated by a rise oriented south-west to
north-east. This rise is parallel to and near Parmango Road. Low lying rock outcrops and
monadnocks (such as Clyde Hill, 270 m) o f granite and gneiss (Precambrian) show a
north-easterly lineation. The cross joints direct the broad drainage lines south-east.
Ephemeral creeks end in inland depressions.
The south-eastern plain slopes with a gradient o f <0.5% from an altitude o f 150 m in the
north-west to 100 m in the south-east. It borders dunes and claypans at the far northern end of
Muntz Road.
The common material o f the plains is a greenish calcareous clay (Morgan and Peers 1973)
with outcropping granites and gneisses o n the rises. Gilgai microrelief is often found at the
foot o f the slopes, sometimes extending into broad drainage lines.
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Figure 6. Mount Beaumont Stages land I I in relation to salt lakes and claypans.
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Vegetation
A vegetation survey covering the whole o f the Esperance district was undertaken by Beard
(1973).
A comprehensive vegetation and flora survey o f the Mount Beaumont area was undertaken by
Bennett (1983). Her vegetation map is based on the soil map compiled by Benetti and Grant
(1965).
A short plant list is presented in Appendix 4 which covers the most important plants and
associations for each soil.
The area falls within the mallee belt where native vegetation is characterised by mallee
shrubland and woodland. This vegetation is both structurally and floristically diverse. A
Eucalyptus-Melaleuca association covers a large proportion o f the uncleared parts o f the
survey area and consists o f an upper stratum o f tree-mallee or shrub-mallee eucalypt folins
(4-7 m) over a shrub layer dominated by melaleucas (1-2 m). One or more lower strata of
mixed species may also be present.
Mallee woodland or low open woodland occurs predominantly on the grey-brown calcareous
soils (Beete and Geordie). The eucalypt species E. indurata, E. flocktoniae and E. longicornis
form separate or mixed stands. There may be sparse or no lower strata.
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Previous surveys
The first surveys near Mount Beaumont were undertaken in the Salmon Gums area in the
1930s (TeaIcle et al. 1932-35). The soils were described by G.H. Burvill (1932-35
unpublished) and samples analysed by the Government Chemical Laboratory. During
subsequent surveys by the Lands and Surveys Department near Salmon Gums the soil series
names from the early Salmon Gums survey (Burvill 1988) were used for apparently similar
soils.
The Atlas o f Australian soils (Northcote et al. 1967) ranks the main soils o f the area as brown
calcareous earths and grey-brown calcareous earths (Gc1.12, Gc1.22) with loamy surfaces.
They are associated with gilgai formation and duplex soils such as Dr1.73 and Dr I .83, or
siliceous sands (Uc1.2) on dunes and lunettes.
A preliminary soil map was compiled in 1965 by surveyors o f the Lands and Surveys
Department (Benetti and Grant 1965). The survey relied on aerial photographic
interpretation, with some field checks and became the base map for subdivision planning for
possible release for agriculture. The Benetti and Grant survey shows four main soil types,
occurring singly and in combinations. The dominant soil associations mapped are Ksl and
Dod, Ksl and Bs1 or CVs1 and Bsl. The combination o f CVs1 and Ksl is less frequent. The
soils were identified as:
Ksl
CVs1
Bs1
Doc

=
=
=
=

Kumarl sandy loam
Circle Valley sandy loam
Beete sandy loam
Dowak clay loam.

There were also two minor soil types identified:
Gs =
CVs =

Gibson sand
Circle Valley sand.

A weakness o f the original map is the lack o f definitions o f soil complexes. A soil complex
described as Kumarl sandy loam and Beete sandy loam (1K/13) gives the impression o f roughly
equal proportions o f each soil. According to Burvill (1939 unpublished) this complex should
contain smaller amounts o f one or more other soil types. Burvill defined the complexes better
as 'several changes o f soil type may be located within a few chains in any direction from a
given point and sometimes three or four series or distinct types are represented'.
He wrote that Circle Valley and Beete soils often occur in equal parts whereas all other
complexes, such as Kumarl and Dowak, contain smaller amounts o f Beete and Circle Valley
soils. (The same is valid for soil complexes of Kumarl and Beete, or Circle Valley and
Dowak.)
An error came into the base map through misreading Burvill's (unpublished 1939) work. The
Circle Valley soil described shows only incipient domes. All Circle Valley soils mapped by
Benetti and Grant in the Mount Beaumont area have strongly domed B horizons and often
show cemented crusts above the domes. These soils are much more closely related to
Burvill's Scaddan soil.
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M

Lit survey

The purpose o f the Mount Beaumont Soil Survey when it started in 1983 was to thoroughly
re-examine the soils proposed for agricultural development. The work began with the
undeveloped Stage II area and then continued with the cleared land in Stage I.
Based on information from aerial photograph stereo-interpretation, traverses and point
observation, soil boundaries were plotted on to aerial photograph stereo pairs at a scale of
1:39,000. The soil map was compiled on the basis o f information obtained from 2,000 site
observations with profile descriptions. Initially the Stage II and Stage I maps were produced
separately, but with this report they are presented as a single map.
At each site the structure o f the top 50 c m was investigated and pH, texture, colour and
concretions were described for every horizon. Augering to greater depths often proved
impossible because o f dense and cemented calcareous gravelly layers. Two to three other
sites 10 to 30 m from each recorded auger hole were briefly observed (concentrating on
structural development and surface degradation) to verify soil association boundaries and to
identify accurately the percentages o f dominant soils and inclusions.
From the field observations sites representing the main soil series were selected randomly for
detailed field description from pits dug to a depth o f 2 m and some o f these were analysed for
chemical and physical properties (Austin and McKenzie 1988). Replicates for the dominant
soils (Beete, Geordie, Karlsberg, Scaddan) were selected from different areas o f the survey.
Locations o f sampling sites are shown in Figure 7. As Aandahl (1959) stressed, soil survey
interpretations need not be restricted to those soils for which analytical data are available.
Similarities among soils provide a basis for extending research results beyond those o n which
the tests are made.
The survey o f the Stage II area and its evaluation for agriculture involved four field trips
during 1983. During this time it became obvious that some areas were identified incorrectly
on the Benetti and Grant map (1965). From aerial photographs it was found that some
original soil notations had not been transferred correctly to the final map.
According to Benetti and Grant's notes, the base map should have contained more gilgai
formations. Some areas originally designated as Beete sandy loam (BSL) had been changed
to Kumarl sandy loam (KSL) or a complex o f Beete and Circle Valley (CVsL) soils. These
discrepancies between the original aerial photomap and base map had not been detected
before the soil map came into use. The base map suggested that the Mount Beaumont Stage II
area contained fairly large proportions o f soils which performed moderately well in the
Salmon Gums district.
In 1984 the authors also visited most soil type localities indicated by Teakle et al. (1932-35)
and sampled and described Kumarl sandy loam, Circle Valley sandy loam and Beete
calcareous sandy loam for comparison with Mount Beaumont soils. (See Figure 8 for
comparative locations.) Descriptions and analysis o f this work are found in a later section of
this report.
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Descriptions for Kumarl sandy loam (Ks1) are rare. The 'Type sample description of the
Salmon Gums soil survey' (Burvill 1932-35 unpublished, 1939, 1988) does not give any profile
descriptions or analytical results. The Kumarl sandy loam (Ksl, according to Burvill 1939)
differs from the Kumarl clay loam (Kcl) only by the presence of a sandy loam surface layer of
10-15 cm thickness. The Kumarl sandy loam is always mentioned in connection with Kumarl
clay loam, however, the latter occurs predominantly in association with the Dowak clay loam
series (Doc) forming gilgai microrelief.
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Figure 7. Locations o f soil sampling sites.
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Soils
Soil groups
Approximately 50 soil groups have been created to explain, by descriptive terms, the main
soils which occur in Western Australia. Definitions o f the soil groups and their attributes are
available (Schoknecht, in prep.). Seven have been identified in this survey area.
The soil groups are identified by attributes such as texture and the change in texture with
depth, colour, presence o f stone or ironstone gravels, presence o f calcium carbonate and
acidity/alkalinity. They are used as a way o f communicating soils of the State at a broad
level. When further detail is required, the soil 'building blocks' - soil series - should be used.
The most common soil group is Calcareous loamy earth covering 51% o f the survey area,
followed by Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex (17%) and Hard cracking clay (15%). The
other groups individually comprise less than 5% o f the area.

Soil series
A series defines soils with a limited range o f morphological, chemical, physical and
mineralogical properties that can be managed as a single unit for most present and anticipated
land uses. Standardised criteria (Purdie 1995) were used to identify the soil series. The
Australian Soil Classification (Isbell 1996), the principal profile form (Northcote 1979) an
the soil group o f each profile are indicated with the location. The pH values were field
measurements in a 1:5 soil:water mixture. Laboratory analysis was undertaken on 24 o f the
most common soils plus three Salmon Gums, providing additional data (see Appendices 2 an
3). The relation o f soil series to soil groups is given in Table 2.
Table 2. Relation of Mount Beaumont soil series to soil groups of Western Australia.
Soil group

SANDY-SURFACED SOILS
Deep sands
Pale deep sand
Shallow sandy duplexes with alkaline subsoils
Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex

Soil series
Heart Echo
Scaddan
Pannango

Deep sandy duplexes with alkaline subsoils
Alkaline grey deep sandy duplex
Fowlie
duplexes
non-alkaline
with
subsoils
Deep sandy
Fleming
Grey deep sandy duplex
LOAMY-SURFACED SOILS
Calcareous throughout, or at least within top 30 cm
Beete/Geordie Association
Calcareous loamy earth
Karlsberg
Dundas
CLAYEY-SURFACED SOILS
Cracking clays
Hard cracking clay
Dowak
Beaumont
Self-mulching cracking clay
Clyde Hill
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The names created by Teakle, Burvill and Stokes (1932-35) have been used for Mount
Beaumont soils where soil morphological and chemical properties are similar. New names
are introduced for soils that do not match either their descriptions or the soils described at
their type localities by the authors o f this report.
Following clearing, the thin fine sandy A horizon may be reduced in thickness or even lost
altogether. The resulting soils are identified as 'degraded' versions o f the soil series described
in uncleared areas o f the survey.
Most soils are underlain by greenish calcareous dispersive clays which occur at a depth of
30-60 cm. These clays show a strong coarse blocky structure and contain few, i f any, lime
segregations; lime nodules, however, start at 60-90 cm below the ground surface.
At a depth between 200 and 350 cm, acidic, saline brown clays with ferruginous nodules
occur. This layer and especially the transitional zone between alkaline and acidic material
was always found to be wet.
The accompanying map shows Gc1.12 as the major component in the Beete/Geordie
Association (Unit 3). Gc1.12 was chosen for the soil map, despite Dy1.13 (duplex, yellow)
soils being more widespread than Gc1.12 (gradational, calcareous), in order to indicate the
greater importance o f the calcareous nature o f these soils.
In Northcote's key (1979) no provision is made for soils that are highly calcareous and have
duplex profiles. A notation such as Dc1.12 to describe a calcareous duplex soil, with a weak
surface crust, a value/chroma rating on the A l horizon o f 2, 4 or 5 would be the best
description, but is not included. Alkaline soil reaction trends do not indicate calcareous
features. A description such as 'calcareous Dy1.13' or `Dy1.13 with calcareous fine sand,
10-25 cm with lime concretions at 40-100 cm' is not satisfactory. It was decided to
distinguish this duplex calcareous soil from other alkaline yellow duplex soils in the area by
using the Gc1.12 notation even though it might not be fully correct.

111.,-ip units
The mapping units in this survey are soil mapping units, not soil-landscape units. Nine
primary soil mapping units are recognised. These have either a single dominant soil series, or
an association o f two similar soil series. They may also include some (<20%) other
identifiable soil series and intergrades. These primary units are described.
A number o f soil associations and complexes are also mapped as combinations o f the nine
primary units. Descriptions o f these units may be derived from the description o f the
component primary units.
Intergrades o f main soil types are transitional soils between two or more Primary Profile or
Principal Profile Forms. Gradual transitions in morphological properties usually lead to
another classifiable soil.
Table 3 shows the mapping units used in the survey. The composition o f each mapping unit
is shown via the Northcote designations o f the soils within it. The major soils have also been
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Table 4.

Map
symbol

Areas o f soil mapping units and soil series identification.
Series/association

Areas
Soil series
Stage I
(ha)

Stage II
(ha)

Other
(ha)

Total
(ha)

Percentage
(ha)

Percentage

1

Heart Echo

61

80

141

<1

141

<1

2

Fleming

10

137

147

<1

147

<1

3
3/1
3/4
3/5
3/6
3/7

Beete/Geordie

4,767

6,550
5,430

11,991
7,554
257
14,493
2,708
12,198

14
9
<1
17
3
15

49,201

59

4
4/3
4/5
4/6

Dowak

14
6
<1
1

17,316

21

5
5/3
5/6

Karslberg

6
6/1
6/3

Scaddan

7

Parmango

8

Doust

125

125

9
9/3
9/5
9/6

Clyde Hill

225
362
161
62

R
R/6

Rock outcrop

Totals

186
6,019
522
8,466
1,160
1,229
121
240
13
47
5,587
1,919
1,047
905

4,500
1,957
3,732

674
2,124
71
3,974
229

9,610
3,172

1,027
354

362

41

11,797
4,755
121
643

69

108

13
47
5,764

<1
<1
7

5,842

7

2,647

920

5,486
1,047
962

7
1
1

7,495

9

<1

125

< 1

225
362
161
62

<1
<1
<1
<1

810

1

1,737
231

2
<1

1,968

2

57

0

927
231

577

34,392

38,880

233

9,755
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identified as soil series. Table 4 shows the areas o f each mapping unit across the survey area,
and names the soil series identified by the map unit symbol.
Table 5 gives the approximate area o f each o f the main soil series across the survey. Note that
this is not an indication o f the continuous extent o f the series, it will occur on its own, but also
in association with other soil series. The table does however provide a good indication o f the
main soils in the area, and the amount o f information provided in the following soil series
descriptions reflects this. The properties of the most frequently recurring soils are described
and discussed in much greater detail than those o f the minor soils.
Table 5.

Relative abundance o f the main soils (series) - includes all occurrences.

Map

Series

symbol

name
Heart Echo

Area
%

ha
3,402

4

147

<1

Beete/Geordie

31,989

39

Dowak

10,648

13

Karlsberg

9,410

11

Scaddan

9,409

11

Parmango

4,880

6

Doust

125

<1

Clyde Hill

576

Fleming

Rock outcrop

1,876

Beaumont

1,521

Dundas

1,103

Fowlie

179

<1

Unnamed soils

7,762

9

Total

83,027

99
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Map symbol 1:

Heart Echo Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Basic Arenic Bleached-Orthic Tenosol

Northcote PPF:

Uc2.21

Soil group:

Pale deep sand

The soil series was first described in the Salmon Gums area and the definition is retained for
this survey. It occurs in small areas o f dunes in the south o f the survey area and in a small
crescent-shaped area near the middle. It also occurs over a larger area in Stage II in
association with Scaddan soils.
The soils form longitudinal dunes, with salt lakes and claypans between the dunes. Its largest
area is directly to the east o f Clyde Hill.
Some other deposits o f non-calcareous medium to fine sand (Uc1.22) can be found in the
centre o f the plateau around gently rising rock outcrops. The sand covers ferruginous gravel
(Uc3.12 and Uc5.12) on the tops o f the hills.
Some deposits are found on the eastern edge o f the survey area where they are related to
Dy4.43 (Scaddan) and Gc1.12 (Beete/Geordie). They are thinner than the deposits in the
west.
The soil has a uniform texture profile, with a conspicuously bleached A2 horizon. The main
diagnostic features are the conspicuously bleached A2 horizon and a yellow B horizon, both
sandy. It is known as deep mallee sand.
The shallow A l horizon shows some accumulation o f organic matter. It is a medium to fine
sand with a layer o f white, coarse to medium sand on the surface. The A2 horizon is thick and
white, has a medium to fine sand texture, no structure and few roots.
Abundant roots can be found in the A l and upper B horizon. The yellowish B horizon is
30-50 cm deep and consists either o f a sand with no structure, or a loamy sand that shows
weak dome development. In both cases, pH rises from 6.0 in the A horizon to 7.5 or 8.5 in
the B horizon. Carbonate is present as small nodules at the boundary to the B horizon. Near
salt lakes finely divided calcium carbonate can be found throughout the profiles increasing the
pH from 6.0 to 8.5 and more.
The soil has very low natural fertility and is very low in potassium. The natural vegetation
cover o f mallees and shrubs includes ridge-fruited mallee (Eucalyptus incrassata), blue
mallee (E. tetragona) and narrow-leaf mallee (E. angulosa) which becomes very open when
sand thickness exceeds 60 cm.
It is highly erodible when vegetative cover is not maintained. Moisture retention is low and
crops suffer moisture stress.
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Intergrades
One intergrade (Uc2.23) shows a mottling in the B horizon. Another (Uc1.22) is a truncated
Uc2.21 profile, its Al horizon developed in the original A2 horizon and resting on a thick
yellow sandy B horizon. In some places, ferruginous gravel occurs in the upper B horizon
while elsewhere gravel is dense enough to classify the soil as Fleming (Uc3.12 or even
compacted as Uc5.12).
There are also intergrades to Scaddan Soil Series (Dy4.43) with sand layers 20-60 cm thick
(Fowlie Soil Series).
Chemical and physical properties
Detailed chemical and physical analyses of the most extensive soils (Geordie/Beete,
Karlsberg, Scaddan and Clyde Hill) were undertaken by the senior author from 1984 to 1986
at the Department o f Soil Science and Plant Nutrition at the University o f Western Australia.
For each soil horizon, two subsamples were analysed (fine earth <2 mm). Details o f the
analytical methods are shown in Appendix 1. The results o f analyses are shown in Table 5.
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Map symbol 2:

Fleming Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Ferric Mottled-Subnatric Yellow Sodosol

Northcote PPF:

Uc3.12

Soil group:

Grey deep sandy duplex

The soil series was first described in the Salmon Gums area and the definition is retained for
this survey. This is a minor soil in this survey although it is widespread across the Esperance
sandplain.
It has been classified in this report as Uc3.12, indicating a uniform profile above a ferruginous
pan. However, other surveyors have designated it as Dy5.82, indicating a duplex soil o f sand
over clay (Overheu etal. 1993).
The topsoil is a dark greyish brown fine sand overlying a deep, sporadically and
conspicuously bleached A2 horizon. There is an abrupt textural change to a fine sandy light
medium clay subsoil at 50-90 cm. A layer o f ferruginous gravel occurs above a clay B
horizon. The clay subsoil varies in colour from yellow-brown to grey, has many coarse
mottles and is only weakly structured. The topsoil is slightly acidic and the pH gradually
increases to neutral in the subsoil.
Within the Esperance sandplain two forms o f Fleming are found and described as the 'shallow
gravel' and 'moderately deep' gravel phases, referring to the depth o f sand over the gravel.
Deeper phases are regarded as good for lupins but agricultural value is limited where the
gravel layer is close to the surface.
Dominant vegetation includes tallerack (Eucalyptus tetragona), southern plains banksia
(Banksia media) and broombush (Melaleuca uncinata).
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Map symbol 3:

Association of Beete and Geordie Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Epihypersodic Regolithic Supracalcic Calcarosol

Northcote PPF:

Gc1.12 (Dy1.13)

Soil group:

Calcareous loamy earth

The soil series were first described in the Salmon Gums area and the defmitions are retained
for this survey. Note the earlier comment on the problems with the Northcote classification.
The most appropriate classification is somewhere between Isbell and Northcote. These soils
are widespread and are known locally as morrell or kopi soils. Their dominance within the
landscape increases from south to north. In the natural state vegetative cover is the least of all
soils in the area, indicating severe physical or chemical limitations to plant growth.
A high content o f finely divided calcium carbonate gives the soil a fluffy, powdery
consistence. In virgin bushland the soil material is covered by a 1 cm thick soft cryptogamic
crust with a vesicular underside. On farmland where the pristine vegetation is cleared this
crust has disappeared. Lime concretions are found more frequently near, at or even covering
the soil surface indicating erosion.
The coherence o f the soil material is weakened (Hardt 1936) by an abundance o f calcium
carbonate. Surface crusts are weak and coarse sand grains are embedded in the crust
increasing the surface roughness which enhances wind erosion (Chepil and Woodruff 1963).
Although widespread, it is unusual to find extensive areas o f these soils. Mostly they occur as
complexes comprising up to 20% o f the complex in gilgai areas or up to 50% of a complex
with either Scaddan (Dy4.43) or Karlsberg (Dy4.13)
They can be recognised on aerial photographs by their 'vermiform' appearance, showing as
white irregular patches. Their occurrence is unpredictable; in some parts o f the landscape
they are found only in depressions; in others they also occur on ridges and crests.
The soils are calcareous throughout with a clay content that increases with depth. Sometimes
the clay increase is abrupt enough to define a duplex soil (Northcote 1979) but never enough
to define a Sodosol (Isbell 1996). The soils are also strongly sodic and are usually saline.
The two soil series can be distinguished in the field but they form intrinsic soil mosaics with
each other and with other soils. They cannot be mapped separately at the map scale of
1:50,000. They are therefore mapped as a soil association.
The Geordie Soil Series (limestone Gc1.12) occurs predominantly with hard pinkish lime
concretions (especially to the north) or with white calcrete (up to 50 cm thick slabs, 50-100
cm in diameter). The powdery, highly calcareous material changes from white to very pale
brown at the soil surface to a pink colour at a depth o f 60 cm. It is always associated with
calcrete boulders or hard lime concretions which contain desiccation cracks, ferruginous
gravel and coarse grains o f quartz sand. Throughout the profile the powdery material contains
large quartz grains and often small ferruginous gravel which indicate that the parent rock for
this powdery material is possibly the calcrete and lime concretions. The carbonate
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concretions consist o f 50-60% calcium carbonate, 20-30% dolomite, 5% fine quartz sand and
the balance is smectic and illite clays. Sodium chloride content is less than 0.1%.
The Beete Soil Series (salty Gc1.12) frequently occurs near salt lakes and playas where it
forms lunette dunes and sparsely vegetated linear shoreline precipitation dunes (Tinley 1985)
from where dry material is easily eroded by wind.
The wind blown material varies from white (10YR 8/1 dry) to light brown (10YR 6/4 dry) to
pale olive (2.5YR 6/4 dry) and consists o f silt and fine sand-sized lime and dolomite powder
(50%), quartz particles (20%) and clay aggregates. The aggregates are cemented by sodium
chloride, sodium carbonate, calcium carbonate and dolomite. The clay minerals are
predominantly smectic and illite with some kaolinite. The material from the salt lakes
contains 1 to 5% sodium chloride in the original state.
Both soil series are fluffy and powdery but the Geordie Soil Series weathered from the hard
limestone always has deep profiles with abundant white and pinkish lime concretions and
much less salt. The soils are poorly vegetated, highly erodible by wind and cover large areas.
Where the wind-eroded material has been re-deposited over the landscape it has influenced
the chemical and physical properties o f other soils.
Beete Series always contains more clay at shallow depth than the Geordie Series. During
weathering the clayey aggregates break down, clay content increases and the soils become
sticky when moist but hardsetting and cracking when dry. Most observation sites (90%) were
still fluffy and powdery, but had subplastic properties.
This soil has been the least obviously degraded under cultivation, however, the typical soft
crusts covering the soils in virgin bush cannot be found and the many lime concretions o f the
B horizon are very close to the surface. Their uniform light brown (10YR 6/4 dry) colour and
fluffy, powdery nature are the same at tilled and virgin sites.
Typical vegetation comprises an upper layer o f open shrubs and tree mallees 4-8 m high such
as giant mallee (Eucalyptus oleosa), hook-leaved mallee (E. flocktoniae), ironbark
(E. indurata) and Port Lincoln mallee (E. conglobata) and a second shrub layer o f melaleucas
such as M. cymbifolia, M paupiflora.
Intergrades
The most obvious variation occurs within areas o f microrelief. Some soils are fluffy while
others show hardsetting properties indicating less finely distributed lime. The profiles can be
classified as Gc2.22, Gn4.83 or even Dy3.13. To the north a reddish variety is present which
is classified as Dy3.13 (Dundas Soil Series) and often intergrades into Dr4.13.
The intergrades have either a thinner B1 horizon with the A l horizon extending to greater
depth showing a gradational textural profile (Gc1.12), a dense layer o f lime concretions
replacing the B1 horizon (K-Gc1.12), or the top horizons have blown away leaving only a thin
A l horizon between a dense layer o f lime concretions on the surface and the fine polyhedral
B horizon below (Gc2.12).
Transitional profiles occur where a 10-15 cm mantle o f powdery fine sand has been deposited.
At many observation points, especially in the sand dune and gilgai areas (north-west o f the
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study area) intergrades with Uc2.21 and Gn (Ug) profiles occur (map units 3/1, 4/3). Sands or
greenish clays were covered by thin (< 15 cm) layers o f powdery material eroded from Beete
and Geordie soils which weathered more strongly, changing its very pale brown colour to
yellow and losing most o f its carbonates through leaching. Small lime concretions
(1 cm diameter) are found at the boundary o f the buried clay or at the upper B horizon o f the
sandy profiles (Uc2.21).
According to Jenny and Leonard (1934) leaching o f calcium carbonate begins at 300 mm
rainfall, and proceeds at an average rate o f 6.3 cm/25 mm o f rainfall in loamy soils. Average
annual rainfall o f 340 mm would leach a 10 cm thick loamy calcareous layer and precipitate
calcium carbonate at that depth. However, in sandy soils calcium carbonate precipitates
deeper because the wetting front reaches greater depths. (It is assumed that 10 cm o f loam
calcareous material has been deposited over a fairly short period.)
The PPFs o f the intergrades are Dy4.13, Dy3.12, Dy2.12, Gn4.52 and Um4.25.
Chemical and physical properties
See Table 5 for laboratory data.
The soils are neutral at the surface, but become alkaline with depth. Similar trends show in
chloride content and water soluble sodium concentration. A fourfold decrease occurs in the
water soluble calcium concentration in the third layer where dispersion is moderate, but
becomes stronger with depth. Slaking o f soil material is instant in all horizons.
An important property is the decrease of clay from the first to the second horizon and an
abrupt increase again in the third horizon. The second horizon shows the highest biotic
activity, with white mycelia and termite burrows. Bulk density decreases abruptly in the
second horizon and increases sharply in the third.
Bulk densities o f the surface layer are favourable for plant growth in both series. The second
layer always has larger pores than the surface due to intensive termite tunnelling which
inhibits downward water movement leading to temporary waterlogging o f the layer
immediately above (Lal etal. 1970, Clothier etal. 1978). A dense mass o f water repellent
white and pink fungal hyphae is often visible. This whitish colour should not be confused
with an A2 horizon. In heavy rain, the top soil horizon was observed to be quickly saturated
whereas the second layer stayed completely dry. The second layer often shows non-wetting
properties attributed to hydrophobic fungi which are cultivated by termites (Griffin 1972).
Intensive termite tunnelling increase the porosity decreasing the bulk density (<1.1 Mg/m3).
The organic carbon (OC) values in the second layer (OC 0.9 %) were always higher than
those in the surface horizons (OC 0.4 %). OC content is a good guide that micro-organic
filaments may be present in appreciable quantities.
Under natural vegetation, weak crusts (typically <1 cm often with a vesicular underside) are
common. The crusts can be attributed partly to the mechanical impact o f raindrops and partly
to mycelia which form soil aggregates with the mineral matter. This hinders water erosion.
On tilled land the crust is destroyed but redevelops to a few millimetres thick after rain.
However crusting was not observed as frequently under ploughed conditions. This new crust
is only slightly resistant against wind erosion. As parts o f the crust are loosened and moved
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by wind, abrasion causes it to disintegrate (Chepil and Woodruff 1963) and loose calcareous
subsoil layers are exposed. Calcium carbonate weakens the bonds between clay, silt and sand
(Hardt 1936) which makes the soils highly erodible even when the aggregates are very small
(Chepil 1954). Soils containing a large proportion o f calcareous silt (<0.06 mm) and fine
sand aggregates (0.1 mm) are most vulnerable.
Fine sand particles and aggregates move by saltation near the surface (Bagnold 1965) at wind
velocities o f 300 cm/s (Chepil 1945a). Fine dust (<0.05 mm) particles are extremely resistant
to wind erosion, however, in mixtures with coarser grains to 0.5 m m they are moved readily
(Chepil 1945a). The movement o f fine dust from the soil surface by wind is mainly the result
o f movement o f coarser grains in saltation throwing finer particles into the air (Chepil 1963).
Once the dust particles are lifted from the surface, upward wind eddies take them far above
the ground and they travel rapidly in suspension forming dust clouds (Chepil 1945a).
The sand particles travel in saltation and silt as dust in suspension; sand is trapped in
vegetation but dust moves over very long distances. Prolonged dry periods, high temperatures
near the ground developing willy-willies and high winds linked with atmospheric turbulences
contribute to severe wind erosion o f such soils (Chepil and Woodruff 1963).
Both soils are underlain by greenish dispersive clays at 30-60 cm. These clays show a strong
coarse blocky structure and contain few i f any lime segregations. Lime nodules are found
60-90 c m below the ground surface.
Between 200 and 350 cm, saline brown clays with ferruginous nodules occur. This layer and
the transitional zone between alkaline and acidic material were always found to be wet.
The chemical properties o f the Beete and Geordie soils show differences which can be
explained through genesis. In the south there are many salt lakes and salty playas from which
material has been blown out and then deposited over the landscape as a thin salty blanket. All
soils (even Geordie) have been covered and salt added to the profiles.
The soil overlies greenish (5Y 6/4 dry) clay within 100 cm. This clay consistently contains
high salt and greenish (5Y 7/4 dry), strongly clayey (illitic-smectitic) lime and dolomite
nodules which harden when exposed to dry air. These hardened nodules were often used as
road material in the Mount Beaumont area but unfortunately expand when wet (owing to their
high smectic clay content) and disintegrate under compression making roads dangerously
slippery when wet.
In the lakes, the clays and lime nodules are reworked through wave action. The lakes migrate
(Jutson 1950) toward the main wind direction forming a steep cliff at the western and
north-western sides. All constituents o f the greenish clays separate; lime, dolomite and salt
are dissolved. New sediments are formed as salty fine lime powders, salty calcium carbonaterich clay aggregates o f silt and sand size and fine to coarse crystals o f gypsum, sodium
chloride and jarosite.
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The waves carry the debris to the east and south-eastern shores. Winds blowing over the dry
lake beds collect the fine sediments forming dunes (Twidale and Foale 1977). Salt crystals
are too large to be carried far by wind and remain close to lakes and playas forming dune-like
deposits. Other smaller sediments dry out fully, and are blown over long distances and spread
widely.
The Beete and Geordie Soil Series in the south have different levels o f water soluble cations
and anions in the top 60 cm from those in the north. The southern powdery Beete soils
contain more sodium chloride, calcium and magnesium while the northern Geordie soils
contain more water-soluble potassium. The exchange sites o f the Beete soils are
predominantly occupied by sodium (51%) and magnesium (34%) whereas calcium (36%) an
magnesium (41%) dominate the Geordie soils.
The pH o f the Beete soils increases from 8.7 at the surface to 9.9 at 40-80 cm, indicating
hydrolysis o f sodium-rich clays (McGeorge 1935), while the Geordie soils have a pH o f 9.0 at
60 cm.
In both soil series the sum o f the water soluble cations and anions is nearly equal (Richards
1954) but both bicarbonate and carbonate contents vary from layer to layer. As Kelley and
Brown (1921) found, the equilibrium between carbonate and bicarbonate is easily disturbed
by changes o f temperature, variations in concentration o f other salts and especially by the
presence o f dissolved carbon dioxide. As temperature increases or the partial pressure of
carbon dioxide decreases, the relative proportion o f carbonate increases in the soil solution. If
the concentration o f bicarbonate in the soil solutions o f the clayey horizons is > 0.1 g/L,
calcium is eliminated from the soil solution (Kovda 1973) whereas sodium concentrates
through the hydrolysis o f sodium-rich clays increasing the residual alkalinity (bicarbonate and
carbonate) and the pH becomes as high as 10.0. Sodium carbonate's presence depends on the
partial pressure o f carbon dioxide in the soil atmosphere (Kelley and Brown 1921) and i f it
decreases some sodium carbonate precipitates and the pH values drop slightly.
The high alkaline soil reaction trends (pH 10.0) measured in soil pastes in the field with the
Inoculo indicator cannot be attributed to hydroxyl ions as these rapidly disappear in lower
ratios o f water and soil (below 1:10 soil-water suspension), while bicarbonates maintain the
same concentration as Breazeale and McGeorge (1926) found. The concentration o f divalent
cations (calcium and magnesium) becomes increasingly insignificant whereas the monovalent
cations (sodium and potassium) concentrate in the soil solution increasing the residual
alkalinity (bicarbonate and carbonate) to pH 10.0.
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Map symbol 4:

Dowak Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Episodic Massive Grey Vertosol

Northcote PPF:

Gn4.52

Soil group:

Hard cracking clay

The soil series was first described in the Salmon Gums area and the definition is retained for
this survey. This is the main soil in the gilgai areas which cover nearly a quarter o f Stage II
and substantial areas o f Stage I. It occurs in the depressions o f the gilgai relief, and Beaumont
Soil Series occurs on the mounds. The soil is gradational and non-calcareous with roughfaced peds in the B horizon and a value/chroma rating o f 2 or 3. N o A2 horizon is present and
the soil reaction trend is neutral.
The Dowak soil and its intergrades occur within the gilgai areas in higher positions on the
plateau. Drainage occurs only at the edges. Gilgais surround the granitic and gneissic
outcrops in a broad zone. A fairly large area is covered by 'normal gilgais' (Hallsworth et al.
1955) between Mount Beaumont and the sandy, gravelly central plateau, extending north to a
gilgai area mainly covered by powdery, calcareous deposits o f Gc1.12 material. On higher
and steeper positions the gilgais merge into Dy4.43 (Scaddan Soil Series) units which tend to
develop 'lattice gilgai' (Hallsworth etal. 1955) in some places.
In some areas, especially near rock outcrops, coarse ferruginous scree and gibbers cover the
depressions. Repeated wetting and drying accompanied by swelling and shrinking of
smectic/illitic clays sort the scree and shift stones from within the soil profile toward the
mounds (Springer 1958). From here they roll or creep downhill by mass movement with the
aid o f water during rainstorms and settle in cracks or gilgai depressions (Oilier 1966).
In lower, better drained areas, the units merge into Uf6.2 soils which also develop a gilgai
pattern, especially where the greenish subsoil appears to be nearer the surface. This gilgai
development is weaker, forming 10 cm troughs, often elongated rather than round.
The A horizon has characteristically fine to medium polyhedral peds resting on coarse domes
(30 x 30 cm in diameter). Deep cracks between the domes extend into the deeper subsoil.
The cracks are up to 2 cm wide at the surface and 60 cm deep, filled with organic debris
(leaves, snail shells, humus, sand and sometimes ferruginous gravel). Abundant roots are
found in the top 5 cm. Tree roots grow preferentially between the columns.
The structural peds o f the B horizon are coarsely prismatic and break only under strong force
into coarse blocky peds. The soil matrix within the peds appears to be porous, but no roots
were noticed and the peds are very resistant to further crushing when dry. The main colour of
the B horizon is pale olive and the clay content decreases with depth from a maximum in the
B2 horizon.
Intergrades
Deposition o f aeolian fine sandy material changes the gradational profile to a Dy2.12 or
Dy3.12 duplex form with hardsetting properties in the A horizon. Both profiles occur on the
gilgai mounds. On the edges o f the mounds, where the greatest water erosion occurs, the
A and upper B horizons have been removed resulting in a Um6.14 (Beaumont Soil Series).
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These soils are pedogenically very similar. All show a coarse structure which may grade to
massive with depth, but porous matrix, with cracks and little root penetration into the large
peds, maximum clay in the B2 horizon and a steady decrease down the profile.
The profile form Ug5.5 sometimes occurs on the boundary between shelf and slope o f the
mounds. Cracks, 5 cm wide and 60 cm deep, develop during dry periods and separate the
shelf from the mound. These soils are rich in organic matter, moister than surrounding soils,
but have a very coarse blocky to prismatic structure.
Chemical and physical properties
See Table 5 for laboratory data.
The pH o f the Dowak Soil Series is slightly acidic. The water soluble cation and anion
content is fairly constant throughout the profile. Carbonate and bicarbonate contents are low.
The water soluble potassium concentration in all gilgai profiles is remarkably high and
increases with depth. The soil material o f Dowak profiles slakes and disperses.
The mounds (Um6.14, Beaumont Soil Series) have more fine sand silt and less clay
throughout the profile than the corresponding depressions (Gn4.52, Dowak Soil Series
There is a weak horizon differentiation and a general uniformity in colour to depths
approaching 50 cm in the Dowak soils. Typical structures are either coarse columnar cracking
with a massive but thin surface crust (Gn4.52, 90% o f observed profiles) or fine polyhedral
self-munching (0.5-2.0 cm thick) over coarse columns. The consistency is hard when dry,
strongly plastic when moist and extremely sticky when wet. This is important to cultivation
and traffic o f farm machinery. The draft energy to break dry clay is excessive and cultivation
when wet is either impossible or very damaging to soil aggregates (Hubble 1984, McGarry
1984).
Most cracks in such clayey soils appear only if the water content is below permanent wilting
point (-1.5 MPa, Stirk 1954). Measurements o f soil moisture with the filter paper method of
strongly cracked clays gave values o f -2.5 MPa.
The most rapid infiltration occurs in the first 30 minutes and further infiltration is affected by
clay content, mineralogy, structure and cation dominance (Hubble 1984). Illitic and smectitic
clay minerals and sodium and magnesium predominate in the gilgai soils.
Exchangeable sodium percentages (ESP) o f the clays are 15% at the surface and increase to
> 35% at 100 cm. McIntyre (1972) and McIntyre and Loveday (1979) stress that the
infiltration rate is very low if ESP values or magnesium contents o f illitic clays are high.
Water entry into moist clays is very slow (<0.1 cm/h) and cannot be expected to increase
unless the soils start to crack. While water infiltration into dry clays depends on their
cracking and on structured horizons, cracks in clays with poor structure (e.g. Gn4.52) cannot
compensate for low infiltration rate and poor aeration (Stirk 1954). An ESP o f 1.0
corresponds to an SAR o f about 2.0 (Richards 1954).
The gilgai soils are slightly layered. In the depressions the layers consist o f grey to dark grey
material (30-50 cm thick) overlying pale greenish slightly calcareous subsoil. At the mounds
pale greenish material at 40 cm underlies highly calcareous, fluffy material (in the north of the
area) and saline, hardsetting clayey barns (in the south). During rainstorms water runs off the
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mounds into the depressions where it disappears into the cracks with eroded soil material.
The cracks close as clay swells thus water infiltration virtually stops and the depressions
become ponds. In contrast the mounds dry out quickly but do not crack (Gc1.12 and
Um6.14).
The soil on the mounds does not support any vigorous plant growth. Most mounds are bare in
virgin bush, while in the cultivated areas they carry some crop. The depressions are bare due
to prolonged waterlogging.
In native bush most plants (especially Melaleuca spp.) grow in the depressions where extreme
environmental conditions prevail for much o f the year ranging from open water to saturation
from early winter to late spring and air-dryness from early summer to late autumn. This may
explain the stunted plant growth. Dominant species include cap-fruited mallee (Eucalyptus
dielsii) and tea-tree (Melaleuca preissiana).
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Map symbol 5:

Karlsberg Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Epihypersodic Pedal Supracalcic Calcarosol

Northcote PPF:

Dy4.13

Soil group:

Calcareous loamy earth

This is a new soil series. It has some similarities to the Scaddan Soil Series in the Salmon
Gums area.
Although the soil has a texture contrast it does not meet the requirements for a clear or
abrupt textural B horizon in the Australian Soil Classification and hence it classes as a
Calcarosol rather than a Sodosol.
This soil is widespread but is almost always found only in association with Beete, Dowak and
Scaddan, particularly in lower lying areas adjacent to gilgais.
The A horizon is not hardsetting and the soil has a textural cOntrast from 5-10 cm o f loam
fine sand in the A horizon, to light clay in the upper B horizon. This is enhanced by a
structural contrast (apedal to strong fine to medium polyhedral). No A2 horizon is present,
the upper B horizon is yellowish with no mottling. At 100 cm the soil becomes mottled,
showing grey-green colours, and contains slightly less clay. The structural development is
again strong, fine or even medium polyhedral and its fabric is both smooth and rough. The
reaction with hydrochloric acid is not as intense as in the upper horizon, but it is more
alkaline. The B horizon has a fine to medium polyhedral structure; brittle consistence when
dry and usually a rough fabric. The profile has an alkaline reaction trend. Lime is present
throughout the profile, either finely distributed or as small lime nodules and large concretions.
Lime concentrations increase with depth, but there are no lime-cemented layers. The large
lime concretions are vertically orientated and seem to fill old root channels or cracks. At
100 cm, hard lime concretions are replaced by large soft lime segregations in similar
positions. Ferruginous nodules encrusted with lime are frequent at 50-60 cm.
In some areas a loose rubble o f lime nodules seems to favour development o f this soil whereas
at other locations with calcrete outcrop, Geordie Soil Series occurs instead.
Karlsberg is most frequently associated with Beete and Geordie Soil Series where it has been
deposited as thin (10-60 cm) sheets overlying greenish clays. These clays show a subdued
subsurface relief like wavy gilgai with a wavelength o f 15-30 m which favours accumulation
o f wind-eroded debris.
In native bush it has a variable (5-20 cm) reddish yellow clayey horizon overlying greenish
coarse blocky clay with clay-rich, greenish lime and dolomite nodules. The clays contain
0.2% sodium chloride near the surface rising to 1% at 2 m. The dominant clay minerals are
smectic, illite and glauconite. The soils all contain similar minerals and their salt contents,
both in the natural and degraded states, are the highest o f all soils mapped in this survey.
Abundant roots, especially fine roots, occur in the upper 25 cm, and can be observed to
>100 cm. Common species include redwood (Eucalyptus trancontinentalis) and broombush
(Melaleuca uncinata).
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Under native vegetation, the medium blocky or polyhedral structure o f the B21k horizon was
observed to break down completely during heavy rain, but redevelop on drying. In farmland,
the thin fine sand layer is either removed by wind erosion or has been incorporated into the
underlying subsoil. Following cultivation during wet conditions, the B21k horizon shows
structureless, crusted and hardsetting properties when dry, with bulk densities >1.40 Mg/m3 in
the first year after clearing. In subsequent years bulk densities increase to >1.65 Mg/m3.
During prolonged dryness the surface cracks polygonally. This is known in self-mulching
cracking clays (McGarry 1984) which have similar clay mineralogy (smectites) to the Mount
Beaumont soils. McGarry found that crops grown in self-mulching seasonally cracking clays
had restricted ability to absorb water i f the soils were ploughed during wet conditions
(Hamblin 1985).
Intergrades
In the agricultural area (Stage I) the most common intergrade occurs between degraded
Karlsberg and degraded Scaddan. The well structured A horizons o f Karlsberg under pristine
vegetation show some leaching so that a thin A2 horizon is visible. The structural peds below
this thin bleached layer are very coarse blocky, tending to a faintly columnar structure
(Dy2.23, Parmango Soil Series).
Further to the north, the profile shows reddish colours in the B horizon (5YR 5/8 to 4/6). The
required 15 cm o f coloured B horizon is just present and therefore it is classified as Dr4.13.
In cleared areas where structural change has occurred the soils must be classified as Dy2.13 or
Dr2.13. In the transition zone between Dy4.13 and Dr3.13, soils have brownish colours in the
B horizon. These soils are called Db3.13, or i f unbleached A2 horizons are present they are
Db3.23, or when hardsetting Db2.13 and Db2.23.
At the transition to Gc1.12, the Dy4.13, Dr4.13, Dr4.13 and Db3.13 soils tend to show less
strongly structured peds and the fabric is always rough to slightly sandy.
In the northern part o f survey area (Stage II) the intergrades are Dy4.53 which has a less
structured B horizon; Dy4.23 (Parmango Soil Series) having an unbleached A2 horizon and a
B2 horizon with weak columns which separate into coarse blocky peds; Dy1.13 where a
surface crust can be observed; Dy2.53 where the surface is slightly hardsetting.
Transitions to Dy1.23, Dy1.13, Dy4.23 (or Dy4.53), and Gc1.12 (or Um4.25) are common.
The most common combination is with Beete (Dy1.13/Gc1.12) and Dowak (Gn4.52) Soil
Series or with Beete Soil Series (Dy1.13/Gc1.12) alone. These soils cover the lower-lying
areas near gilgais especially in the eastern zone.
Chemical and physical properties
See Table 5 for laboratory data.
Tillage alters the admixture o f sand, silt and clay o f the surface layers (Unger 1990).
Aggregate dispersion and soil particle sorting during rainstorms with subsequent drying
increases the potential for crusting (Chepil 1963). I f stubble or native vegetation protects the
surface the sand remains to act as mulch and so increase the downward leaching o f salt as
Smith (1962) has shown at Corrigin. He demonstrated that sand covers effectively promote
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the leaching o f salt to deeper levels, but bare fallow (a measure to harvest soil moisture for the
next cropping season) increases salt concentration at the surface sufficiently to inhibit growth
o f agricultural plants.
Karlsberg soils are weakly acidic at the surface and highly alkaline (pH >10.0) at depth, pH
when measured in the field with the CSIRO Inoculo field kit. Similar trends can be seen in
the electrical conductivity and the chloride content. The soil slakes instantly and disperses
strongly at 25-50 cm. This corresponds with a clay migration as demonstrated in the soil
profile by clay skins along root channels and cracks.
The chemical properties change from south to north. It was observed during soil mapping and
confirmed by analysis that higher salt contents at shallower depths occurred in the north.
Karlsberg Soil Series always shows higher salt content than Beete and Geordie in mosaics of
the three soils.
The sum o f water soluble cations should be nearly equal to the sum o f water soluble anions
(Richards 1954). This is nearly fulfilled in most layers. Sodium cations equal chloride
anions, calcium and magnesium cations equal carbonate and bicarbonate anions. The
shortage o f 2-4 mmol (+)/L o f cations is possibly attributed to aluminium, not determined in
the soil solution but commonly found in sodic, alkaline soils (McGeorge et a/. 1926). In the
presence o f bicarbonate ions, calcium carbonate has very low solubility and when
concentration reaches 0.1 g/L calcium is nearly eliminated from the soil solution (Kovda
1973).
Clay content increases abruptly within 10 cm o f the surface and decreases slowly with greater
depth. The high fine sand content in the top layer decreases abruptly at the second layer and
decreases further down the profile.
The greenish dispersive clays (B21k and B2k horizons) have high SAR (see Table 5). At
many places the clays are brought to the surface during land clearing and this has markedly
altered the infiltration capacity. Infiltration rates dropped from 3-5 mm/h under pristine
vegetation to 1-2 mm/h the first year after clearing, and <0.5 mm/h in the third year. Smith
(1962) reported similar decreases of water penetration into salt-affected soils after clearing.
Dispersive clays are exposed to rain resulting in clogged pores and the formation of
impermeable surface crusts.
The fine sandy surface layer has a bulk density o f 1.6 Mg/m3. The second horizon has a much
lower bulk density because o f high biotic activity, especially termite tunnelling. The lower
bulk density (1.09 Mg/m3) and bigger pores in the second layer form a water entry barrier.
Reasons reflect discontinuities in matric potential and conductivity between strata (Clothier et
al. 1978) which influence the flux in the underlying macropore layer and limit release of
water from the upper horizon. The greater the pore size in the lower strata, the greater the
discontinuities and the greater the relative saturation o f the upper layer with its smaller pores.
The moisture potential in the surface layer is lower e.g. -0.2 MPa, than the second layer which
has larger pores e.g. -0.05 MPa (Lal etal. 1970, Clothier etal. 1978, Collis-George personal
communication 1991).
During rainfall the clayey crumbs o f the surface layer flake and disperse producing a swollen
surface so that the macropores in the transmitting zone do not fill (Bodman and Coleman
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1944). Water is not transmitted through the porous clayey aggregates o f the first layer
because o f water repellent fungi. The top layer becomes oversaturated, especially during
heavy downpours, and the structure o f the horizon breaks down.
Water-holding capacities are similar in the upper two horizons and increase slightly in the two
lower horizons.
Surface crust
Biotic activity is strong in the Karlsberg and Beete/Geordie soils, especially in the upper
30 cm. The population o f termites in the top 25 cm and the extent o f white mycelia are
remarkable. Thin surface crusting with a polygonally cracked surface pattern is common.
The crust resists wind erosion and enhances surface run-off due to hydrophobic properties.
This crust is a pedological feature, developed through micro-organisms (Bond 1960) and
possibly raindrop impact.
Micro-organisms form biochemical cement (Martin and Waksman 1940) binding soil particles
into aggregates and into thin, weak surface crusts (Bond 1960). Water repellence was
reported by Prescott and Piper (1932) from crusts on alkaline soils from the South Australian
mallee. Water repellent sandy surface horizons caused by micro-organisms are described by
Bond and Harris (1964a,b) from densely vegetated mallee-heath areas in SA, Victoria and
WA. Dense mats o f mycelium were found in surface crusts o f sands and sandy barns of
Dy4.13 and Gc1.12 soils extending to 1 cm in the Mount Beaumont area.
Lateral variability o f water infiltration is considerable. In some places no water infiltrates, in
others it is slow, and in others moderate. The lowest infiltration was observed in crusts
formed on Dy4.13 soils (<2 mm/h), moderate water intake in crusts o f Dy4.43 (2-8 mm/h),
and the best (8-15 mm/h) on Gc1.12 soils.
Crust formation can also occur through physical breakdown o f soil surfaces. The chemical
dispersion o f the clays destroys the surface aggregates compacting the surface (Ben-Hur et al.
1985). Dispersion and raindrop impact separate clay, silt and sand. Clay and silt particles are
transported by water clogging pores between the sand grains (Hoogmoed et al. 1984,
Chen et al. 1980) foiming a 'washed in' layer (McIntyre 1958). Water with low electrolyte
concentration has a strong dispersing effect on sodic soil aggregates even i f the ESP
(exchangeable sodium percentage) is as low as 1.0 (Shainberg 1985). (An ESP o f 1.0
corresponds to an SAR o f about 2.0 according to Richards 1954.)
The relatively smooth surfaces and water repellence o f the polygonally-cracked crusts favour
run-off Water infiltrates, especially at the cracks and high infiltration zones, wetting the soil
material from underneath. After swelling o f the 2:1 clay minerals and closure o f the cracks,
water infiltration virtually stops. Water penetration below 30 cm, even at the cracks, was
never observed following rainfall events.
Teakle and Burvill (1938) described a pattern o f contiguous vertical columns o f saline and
non-saline soil explaining it with 'downward water movement at one spot while an upward
movement with accumulation o f salt' occurred at another adjacent spot. Similar salt mosaics
were observed in the Mount Beaumont area where various soils intergrade across distances of
less than 1 m. Where water infiltrates through cracks, less salt (<0.3%) is present at shallow
depth, but below crusts, salt levels are higher (0.3%).
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Map symbol 6:

Scaddan Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Supracalcic Hypematric Yellow Sodosol

Northcote PPF:

Dy4.43

Soil group:

Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex

The soil series was first described in the Salmon Gums area and the definition is retained for
this survey. The Scaddan Soil Series has a conspicuously bleached A2 horizon over a well
developed domed B horizon.
It and its intergrades occur around gneissic and granitic rock outcrops or in major drainage
lines where rock is close to the surface. It also occurs in association with Beete, Geordie an
Karlsberg soils.
The A horizon consists o f a layer o f fine to medium fine white sand which covers a domed
(columnar structure) fine sandy loam to clay loam B horizon. The sand cover above the
domes is mostly < 5 cm thick, occasionally > 15 cm because o f colluvial or aeolian sand
deposits in drainage channels. The surface layer o f fine sand is vulnerable to wind erosion
when unvegetated and dry.
The tops o f the domed B horizon are often cemented and have a dark brown to black organic
stain. Plant roots follow the cracks and natural ped faces but do not penetrate the peds. The
domes are very well developed with intervening deep wedges filled with white sand. The
domes are less rounded when the sandy surface layer is >15 cm thick, and the overlying sand
has a lower pH. The B2 horizon has a prismatic to coarse blocky structure which breaks
easily into smaller peds. Lime is always present at 20-40 cm. It occurs in nodules, either
randomly distributed or in layers. In the deeper subsoil it is finely distributed throughout the
fine earth.
Under natural vegetation the white fine sandy Al horizon is about 5-10 cm thick (and may
increase to 20 cm in tongues between the domes). In the cultivated state this has been reduced
considerably. Clearing operations have left large tracts of land bare o f vegetation enabling
wind to remove most fine sand. This sand is now mainly found at fencelines, vegetated road
verges and in surrounding bushland. Soils such as Geordie, Beete or Karlsberg were never
covered by layers o f white fine sand in native bushland, but near cleared farmland soils in
native bush are now buried under 5-10 cm o f fine white sand.
Termite activity is rare, in contrast with Karlsberg, Beete and Geordie soils. Scaddan soils
tend to form 'lattice gilgai' (Hallsworth etal. 1955) especially in drainage lines near the
'normal gilgais' o f Dowak (Gn4.52).
The vegetation changes with the depth o f fine sand over the domed B2 horizon. The deeper
the fine sand the sparser the vegetation cover.
Intergrades
Transitional soils occur where the Al and A2 horizons are eroded, but remnants o f the A2
horizon exist in the tongues between the domes (Gd .11 soils.
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In some cases the domed B horizon is less well developed, but shows prismatic to coarse
blocky structure with a dense matrix. The soil cracks and has a surface crust <1 cm thick
which separates easily from the soil underneath. These soils are similar to Karlsberg (Dy4.13)
and Pannango (Dy4.23) Soil Series.
Scaddan forms soil mosaics with Karlsberg (Dy4.13) and especially Geordie (Gc1.12) Soil
Series which can be identified on aerial photographs as 'wavy gilgai'. The soil catena is
Beete or Geordie (Dy1.13, Gc1.12), Karlsberg (Dy4.13) or Scaddan (Dy4.43). Scaddan is
commonly found in microdepressions; Beete and Geordie on microknolls or microridges; and
Karlsberg on the microslopes between depressions and knolls. The depressions receive more
moisture from run-off and therefore leaching is slightly more advanced than in the other soils.
In the Scaddan Soil Series, the sand sheet forming the surface is slightly thicker and a paler
red than that o f the Karlsberg Soil Series; the salt is 10 cm deeper in the profile and the top of
theB horizon is domed rather than blocky. The transitional soils between Karlsberg and
Scaddan show domed structure which breaks into coarse to medium blocky peds (Parmango
Soil Series, Dy4.23).
The surface crusts developed by fungal hyphae and raindrop impact cover the surface o f all
soils at the 'wavy gilgai' soil mosaics, but the crusts on the Scaddan white sands are less
pronounced and more easily disturbed by wind.
Near the dune systems in the west o f the survey area, the B horizon is strongly domed but
mottled (Dy5.43), or has a greenish olive colour (Dg3.43).
In the south-east reddish domes have been observed (Dr4.43 or Dr5.43). To the north-east
thick sand sheets cover Scaddan soils giving intergrades to Heart Echo Soil Series. (Heart
Echo soils show incipient domes.)
Chemical and physical properties
See Table 5 for laboratory data.
Scaddan soils are alkaline throughout. The water soluble cations are dominated by sodium.
Below the domes, SAR levels are very high, which explains the instant dispersion o f the soil
material. Sodium chloride content increases rapidly below the domes.
There is a thin surface layer o f fine sand, which is easily eroded. Scaddan soils which have
lost a large part o f this are referred to as 'degraded'. The high bulk density o f the tops o f the
domes reflect cementation. Clay content increases abruptly in the domed layer and increases
further with depth. The relatively high silt content leads to very hard crusts in the domes of
the B21 horizon (Chepil and Woodruff 1963, FAO 1979) and dispersed clay reduces the
permeability by clogging all pores. Scaddan soils that have lost all o f their A horizon to
erosion, leaving the domes o f the B horizon exposed at the surface provide a very poor
medium for plant growth.
Sodicity and implications for water infiltration
Cultivation has cut the domes and brought up highly dispersive, salty greenish clays. When
dry clods o f this clay fragment to form aggregates o f silt to coarse sand size. Wind can
redistribute these aggregates and with time the salt is redistributed with the aggregates. With
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rain salt is washed into the soil below. Large clods consisting o f a mixture o f coarse to fine
sand, silt and clay, as well as sand and silt-sized aggregates (the clays are predominantly
smectic and illite) are spread over the soil during ploughing. During rain the clays disperse
and act as cement, holding smaller structural units together to form a thin crust which is
strengthened by silt particles.
Pore blockage as a result o f clay movement and dispersion is the main cause o f reduced soil
permeability, according to Shainberg et al. (1981). An instantaneous slaking and dispersion
o f all soil surfaces was observed during rain. During infiltration experiments the top layers
became swollen, and clay, silt and sand separated forming a hard crust after drying.
Soil materials with a high proportion o f silt move very easily in water, forming very
compacted crusts when dry (Chepil and Woodruff 1963, FAO 1979). The crusts which form
on degraded Karlsberg and Scaddan soils show thin layers o f white silt and greenish to light
brown clay. The crusts become thicker with time although farmers break them by ploughing,
producing a rough surface with many clods. This is a short-lived benefit, and as Dexter
(1988, 1989) says, the soils' structure deteriorates soon when they are sodic (Cass and Sumner
1982).
On nearly all sites a hard surface crust has developed, caused by clogging o f the soil pores an
separation o f the particle sizes. Infiltration rates dropped 16 fold from 6 to 8 mm/h at sites
under natural vegetation to only 0.5 to 0.1 mm/h at sites with hard crusts. Crusts measured
with a pocket penetrometer (Penetrometer St207 produced for Soilcrete in Alfonsine, Italy)
showed unconfined compressive strengths of >6 kg/cm2 (off scale).
Although the combined action o f wind and rain can redistribute the salt, the sodicity o f the
underlying soil remains, and is even increased through the fluctuation and intake o f salty soil
solutions within and into the capillary zone o f the topsoil (Kovda 1973, Szabolcs 1989). The
ESP o f the B2 horizon ranges between 30 and 65%, calcium from 10-20%, and magnesium
holds the balance.
The water soluble cations point to a sodium-magnesium rather than sodium-calcium system,
although calcium carbonate occurs as sand-sized particles distributed throughout the fine
earth. The sodium-magnesium system was confirmed through analysis o f exchangeable
cations and exchange capacities o f the greenish clays.
Magnesium illite disperses even in the absence of sodium Rahman and Rowell 1979,
Bakker et al. 1973). Smectites show less dispersion in a sodium-magnesium system. If,
however, the external surfaces o f the smectic crystals are dominated by sodium its degree of
swelling and dispersion depends solely on the electrolyte concentration o f the soil solution
(Ralunan and Rowell 1979). If almost pure water is infiltrating, the smectites disperse
instantaneously (Emerson 1984, Shainberg 1984).
A decrease o f hydraulic conductivity and a complete breakdown o f structure occurs with
increasing ESP and decreasing electrolyte concentration o f the soil solution (McNeal and
Coleman 1966) and especially in soils which contain smectites and illites (Wagenet 1984).
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Map symbol 7:

Parmango Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Calcic Hypernatric Yellow Sodosol

Northcote PPF:

Dy4.23

Soil group:

Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex

This is a new soil series defined for the first time in this survey.
This soil has only been mapped in association with Beete and Geordie series as a subdominant
component o f the association. It is similar to the Karlsberg soil, but the domed structure is
less developed and it has an unbleached A2 horizon. Columnar structure in the B horizon is
weakly developed and separates into coarse blocky peds.
There is a thin Ah horizon overlying an A2. Their combined thickness is 5-15 cm, over a
domed clay B horizon. Under strong force the columns break into a coarse blocky structure.
Lime is present throughout the B horizon.
Wind erosion can easily remove the A horizons i f protection is removed, leaving the clayey
B horizon exposed at the surface.
The most common native vegetation is hook-leaved mallee (Eucalyptus uncinata) and
Melaleuca pentagona.
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Map symbol 8:

Doust Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Calcic Mesonatric Yellow Sodosol

Northcote PPF:

Dy4.43 deep sandy phase

Soil group:

Alkaline grey deep sandy duplex

The soil series was first described in the Salmon Gums area and the definition is retained for
this survey.
This is a minor soil in the survey covering less than 1% o f the area (125 ha). It occurs in the
south (Stage I area), usually on dunes or in depressions, so that the depth o f sand is probably
partly the result o f wind action. It has low agricultural value and is liable to drift i f cleared.
The soil appeared different from Scaddan Soil Series, but on investigation proved to have the
same Northcote notation o f Dy4.43 but a much deeper layer o f sand over clay (>50 cm
compared with 10-15 cm in Scaddan soils).
The soil was first described during the Salmon Gums Soil Survey (Burvill 1988) and also
occurs in the Ravensthorpe area. The upper layers are light grey to white sand, slightly
brownish near the surface. This sandy surface varies from 30-90 cm deep and overlies a
cemented light brown-grey and yellow mottled sandy loam, then a yellowish grey and light
brown mottled sandy loam to sandy clay loam at 76-152 cm.
The deeper subsoil (152-300 cm) comprises mottled light brown, greenish and yellowish grey
sandy clay loam containing soft lime.
The main vegetation is Eucalyptus uncinata and Melaleuca pentagona.
Chemical and physical properties
See Table 5 for laboratory data.
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Map symbol 9:

Clyde Hill Soil Series

Australian Soil Classification:

Episodic-Epicalcareous Self-mulching Grey Vertosol

Northcote PPF:

Ug5.14 or Ug5.24

Soil group:

Self-mulching cracking clay

This is a new soil series defined for the first time in this survey.
This is a minor soil in the survey covering only about 1% o f the area. It is only found in the
south (Stage I area) occurring on its own and in association with Beete and Geordie Series,
Karlsberg Series and Scaddan Series.
Clyde Hill Series (Ug or cracking clay soils) occurs predominantly in areas with gilgai
microrelief. Beete and/or Geordie Series always accompany these soils and surround every
gilgai shelf in a horseshoe-shaped pattern. Clyde Hill Series covers 40-60% o f the gilgai
areas. In the west, the Dowak Soil Series (Gn4.52) is more common than Clyde Hill, but
becomes rarer in the east and north-east and disappears completely at the far eastern
boundary.
Like the other gilgai soil, Dowak, the main species o f vegetation are cap-fruited mallee
(Eucalyptus dielsii), silver mallet (E. annulata) and tea-tree (Melaleuca preissiana). East of
Parmango Road flat-topped yate (Eucalyptus occidentalis) becomes more dominant.
Intergrades
The most common association occurs between Clyde Hill and Beete and Geordie (Gc1.12,
Dy1.13) soils. There are typical intergrades to Dowak (Gn4.52) at the south-west o f Stage I
and intergrades between Dy2.12, Dy3.12 and Ug5.5 are common.
Chemical and physical properties
See Table 5 for laboratory data.
The cracking clays show a moderately high SAR near the surface and are high in sodium.
They have low alkalinity and low water-soluble calcium and magnesium.
In the north these soils are predominantly self-mulching. They occur only in the depressions
o f the gilgai microrelief. In the south they are mainly crusting and cracking but not selfmulching. Bulk density is low in the self-mulching horizons but high in the crusting horizons.
The predominant clay is smectite. These swelling and shrinking clays, both with or without
self-mulching properties, are subject to waterlogging. Although the soils develop cracks to a
depth o f 1 m when d r y , after rainfall, the smectitic clays swell, closing the cracks resulting in
a soil with very low hydraulic conductivity. The infiltration rate for dry clay varied between
10 and 20 mm/h and for moist clay between 0.05 and 0.1 mm/h.
The mounds o f the gilgai microrelief are covered by powdery Beete and Geordie soils in the
north and often by compacted, hardsetting Um6.14 soils in the south. The infiltration rates for
these soils differ considerably: on powdery soils between 5 and 9 mm/h and on the compacted
ones 1 mm/h.
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Soil series that have been identified as significant inclusions, but
are not used in the naming o f the soil mapping units
Beaumont Soil Series
Australian Soil Classification:

Episodic-Epicalcareous Massive Yellow Vertosol

Northcote PPF:

Um6.14

Soil group:

Hard cracking clay

This is a new soil series defined for the first time in this survey.
This is a minor soil in the survey and only occurs as an inclusion in the Dowak soil mapping
unit (4) and in the Clyde Hill/Beete/Geordie soil complex mapping unit 9/3).
In the Dowak soil mapping unit (4), Beaumont Series occurs on the mounds and Dowak
Series on the shelves or depressions.
Beaumont Soil Series is a yellow sandy clay with a surface crust and coarse blocky structure
in the lower part o f the B horizon. Cracks filled with sand and lime concretions extend to
100 cm.
The pH values are close to neutral in the upper layers, but slightly acidic at depth. The
content o f water soluble cations and anions is fairly constant throughout the profile. The soil
material o f the upper 30 cm slakes but does not disperse, while soil material deeper than 30
cm disperses. See Table 6 for laboratory data for the Beaumont Soil Series.
Dundas Soil Series
Australian Soil Classification:

Epihypersodic Regolithic Supracalcic Calcarosol

Northcote PPF:

Gc1.12 (Dr4.13)

Soil group:

Calcareous loamy earth

This soil series was first described in the Salmon Gums area and the same definition is used
here.
This is a minor soil in the northern part o f the survey area where it occurs as an inclusion in
association with the Beete and Geordie Series. See Table 6 for laboratory data for the Dundas
Soil Series.
Fowlie Soil Series
Australian Soil Classification:

Calcic Hypematric Yellow Sodosol

Northcote PPF:

Dy4.43

Soil group:

Alkaline grey deep sandy duplex

This is a new soil series defined for the first time in this survey.
This is minor soil that is an intergrade etween Heart Echo and Scaddan Soil Series. It has
30-80 cm o f sand over a clay subsoil.
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Comparison of Mount Beaumont and
Salmon Gu,ns sols
The Salmon Gums district lies west o f Mount Beaumont between the Goldfields and the port
o f Esperance. It was cleared for agriculture after World War I when soldier settlers and
migrants were allotted blocks o f 450 ha. However, wheat yields were poor on many farms,
well below the State average, and hundreds o f farms were abandoned in the early 1930s. This
led to an extensive soil survey by L.J.H. Teakle in 1932-35. He found the most satisfactory
soil for wheat growing was Circle Valley sand. Beete calcareous sandy loam, Dowak clay
loam, Doust sand, Kumarl sandy loam and others were rated as poor.
Several o f these soil types appeared very similar to the soils o f the Mount Beaumont area, but
close comparisons have indicated some significant differences. Physical and chemical
analyses o f three o f the soils from the Salmon Gums area, Circle Valley sandy loam, Kumarl
sandy loam and Geordie sandy loam, are shown in Table 7.
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Kumarl sandy loam and Karlsberg Soil Series
Kumarl sandy loam (Ks1) and Karlsberg look similar in colour at the surface, but their
structure, consistence, texture and subsoil colour differ considerably (Table 7). According to
Burvill (1939 unpublished) the Kumarl sandy loam has a rich to dull brown (7.5YR 5/6)
sandy loam surface layer overlying calcareous, red-brown or brown to rich brown (5YR 5/6 to
7.5YR 5/6) clay to stiff clay with crumb to nutty structure. The top horizon has a weak crumb
structure, is 10 to 15 cm thick and shows a gradual boundary to the heavier but similarly
coloured subsoil which is at least 30 cm thick (30 to 120 cm) and overlies an acidic red-grey
mottled stiff clay. The soil reaction trend throughout the profile is alkaline (pH 8.1-8.9
quinhydrone method) in the subsoil. The soil is moderately saline (0.25% NaCl), and forms
intrinsic soil mosaics with the Kumarl clay barns in gilgai areas.
Karlsberg soils are always associated with Beete and Geordie soils (Gc1.12) with which they
form intergrades. In the south they occur mainly with the Beete Soil Series (salty Gel .12) and
in the north mainly with the Geordie and Dundas Soil Series (limestone Gel .12) but not
where limestone outcrops.
The description 'red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white limestone over grey to
greenish clay' o f the Esperance-Mondrain Island geological map sheet (Morgan and Peers
1973) may refer to Karlsberg (Dy4.13) and the reddish coloured Dundas (Gc1.12) soils. The
sandy surface layer is rarely saline but usually sodic.
The pH values o f the sandy surface layers o f the Mount Beaumont soils were always lower
than at Salmon Gums and the values from clayey subsoils were similar to those obtained from
clay soils at Salmon Gums determined with a quinhydrone electrode in 1932 to 1935 by
Teakle et al. Similar values to Teakle were obtained when testing the soils at Salmon Gums
with the Inoculo field kit in 1983 and 1984, hence most calcareous soils range between p H 7.3
and 8.5; the pH o f sodium-affected soils may rise above 8.5 (Lindsay 1979).
Table 8.

Comparison o f K u m a r l sandy loam (Ks!) a n d Karlsberg Soil Series (Dy4.13).
G.H. Burvill (1939 unpublished)
Salmon Gums district
Kumarl sandy loam (Ks!)

Scholz
Mount Beaumont Stage II
Dy4.13 (Northcote); (Karlsberg Soil Series)

Microrelief

Flat or some gilgais

Flat or some gilgais

A2 horizon

None

None
1

2
5-25

3

4

25-50

50-75

1
0-10

2
10-30

3
30-75

Brown to
red-brown

Brown to
red-brown

Brown to
red-brown

Strong brown

Brownish yellow

Yellow

N/A

N/A

N/A

5YR 4/6

10YR 5/6

10YR 6/8

Sandy loam

Clay

Clay

Loamy fine
sand

Fine sandy clay loam

Light clay

Crumb

Crumb

Crumb

Apedal

Strong fine to medium
polyhedral

Weak crumb

Lime in fine
earth

N/A

N/A

Abundant

Slight

Frequent

Abundant

Abundant

pH value

8.8

8.9

8.9

6.5

8.5

9.0

9.0

Layer
cm
Colour
(moist)
(Munsell)
Texture
Structure

0-5

N/A: not available
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Beete sandy loam
Beete sandy loam in the Salmon Gums district and Beete Soil Series in the Mount Beaumont
area are very similar, although differing slightly in texture and lime content (Table 9). The
'Type Sample Descriptions o f the Salmon Gums Soil Survey' (Burvill 1932-35 unpublished)
describe the Beete Soil Series more often (at least 10 times) than the Geordie Soil Series.
In the Mount Beaumont area, Beete soils are characterised by a high fine sand fraction while
in the Salmon Gums district silt is the main component and soils are heavier.
Lime is abundant throughout all profiles in the Mount Beaumont area, but increases with
depth at Salmon Gums.
Table 8.

Comparison of Beete sandy loam (BsI) and Beete Soil Series (Dy1.13).
G.H. Burvill (1939 unpublished)
Salmon Gums district
Beete sandy loam (UI)

Layer
cm
Colour
(moist)
(Munsell)
Texture
Lime
pH value

I
0-5

2
5-20

Dark
brown-grey

Browngrey

3
20-35

Scholz
Mount Beaumont Stage II
Dy1.13 (Northcote 1979); Beete Soil Series
4
35-80

1
0-10

Pale
Pale
Yellowish
brown-grey grey-brown
brown

2
10-25

3
25-45

4
45-85

Light grey

Yellow

Strong
brown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

10YR 5/6

10YR 7/1

10YR 7/6

7.5YR 5/6

Silt loam

Silt loam

Silty light
clay

Clay

Loamy fine
sand

Fine sand

Fine sandy
loam

Fine sandy
clay loam

Some

Frequent

Abundant

Abundant

Abundant

Abundant

Abundant

9.2

7.0

8.5

9.0

9.0

8.8

9.1

9.2
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Dowak clay loam
Dowak clay loam from the Salmon Gums district and Dowak Soil Series (Gn4.52) from the
Mount Beaumont area are both gradational soils associated with gilgai microrelief (Table 10).
The surfaces o f the Dowak clay barns do not crack (Burvill, personal communication) but
during our visit to the Salmon Gums area in 1983-84, we noticed that many soils were
cracking, having a slight prismatic structure. All Dowak soils at Mount Beaumont show
seasonal cracking. In some depressions they have slight self-mulching properties intergrading
into cracking clay soils. The A horizons have a thin (<2 cm) fine polyhedral structure
whereas Dowak clay loam at Salmon Gums shows crumb structure.
At Mount Beaumont nearly all Dowak profiles are slightly acidic to neutral, but at Salmon
Gums Dowak clay barns tend to be alkaline.
There are enough similarities to name the Gn4.52 soils at Mount Beaumont as the Dowak Soil
Series (Teakle et al 1932-35).
Table 10.

Comparison o f Dowak clay loam ( D o c ) a n d Dowak Soil Series (Gn4.52).
G.H. Burvill (1939 unpublished)
Salmon Gums district
Dowak clay loam (Do)

Scholz
Mount Beaumont Stage II
Gn4.52 (Northcote 1979); Dowak Soil Series

Gilgai

Gilgai

Microrelief

cm

1
0-10

2
10-30

3
30-75

1
0-5

2
5-10

3
10-65

Colour

Grey

Greenish grey

Grey to dull
brown

Dark grey

Light
brownish-grey

Light olive-grey,
mottled

(Munsell)

N/A

N/A

N/A

(10YR 4/1)

(2.5YR 6/2)

(5YR 6/2)

Sandy clay loam

Fine sandy clay
loam

Sandy clay

Sandy clay loam

Sandy light clay

Sandy lightmedium clay

Structure

Crumb

Apedal

Fine polyhedral

Columnar

Coarse blocky to
massive with
depth

Lime

None

Slight

Slight

None

None

None

8.7

8.8

8.8

6.5

6.5

6.5

Layer

Texture

pH
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Circle Valley sandy loam and Scaddan Soil Series
The Circle Valley sandy loam is the most productive soil o f the mallee areas and is well
described by Burvill with many profiles (type sample descriptions from soil survey in 193235, 1939 and 1988). The main difference between Circle Valley sandy loam and Scaddan Soil
Series (Table 11) is appearance. Incipient domes in the upper B horizon are typical for all
descriptions o f the Circle Valley sandy loam.
The Scaddan Soil Series has a strongly columnar structure o f Dy4.43 which breaks into
medium blocky peds. Its fabric is always smooth in the upper B horizon. Conspicuously
bleached A2 horizons o f various thicknesses cover the strongly cemented dark brown stained
domes.
Burvill (1932-35, 1939 unpublished) describes similar soils from Salmon Gums, and calls
them `Scaddan sandy loam' as distinct from 'Circle Valley sandy loam'. The Lands and
Surveys Department base map incorrectly uses the name Circle Valley sandy loam instead of
Scaddan sandy loam.
Table 11.

Comparison o f Circle Valley sandy loam (CVs1) and Scaddan Soil Series (Dy4.43)
G.H. Burvill (1939 unpublished)
Salmon Gums district
Circle Valley sandy loam (CVs1)

Scholz
Mount Beaumont Stage!!
Dy4.43 (Northcote 1979); Scaddan Soil Series

Microrelief

Flat or some gilgai

Gilgai in some places

A2 horizon

Bleached

Conspicuously bleached

Layer
cm

I
0-5

2
5-25

3
25-50

I
0-5

(Munsell)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Dark
yellowish
ll
brown
I 0YR 4/4

Texture

Sand

Sandy clay

Sandy clay

Sand

Incipient
domes

Massive

Colour

Structure

Light greyish
brown

Structureless

Dull brown to greyish yellow
brown mottled

3
8-20

4
20-65

Light grey
re

Yellowish
brown

10YR 7/2

10YR 5/4

Light
yellowish
brown
2.5YR 6/4

Sand

Structureless Structumless

Fine sandy light to medium
clay
Strongly
domed

8.0

9.2

9.6

6.5
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Medium
blocky
Abundant

Abundant

Lime
pH value

2
5-8

7.5

9.0

9.0
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Cor I Limns
Salinity in the at,ricultural area (Stage I)
All soils in Stage I have saline subsoils, usually within 20 cm o f the surface but as deep as
60 cm in one instance. In addition, most soils have structurally degraded surface horizons
which shed water and fine particles to lower relief positions. Combined with high sodicities
and clay contents o f 34-55% this results in reduced infiltration and drier soil conditions
(Collis-George and Green 1979) than the rainfall would otherwise indicate. It also lowers the
capacity for gaseous interchange, decreasing oxygen available for root respiration.
Soils such as Beete and Geordie contain finely divided lime which readily releases cations to
infiltrating rain and do not disperse as quickly (Shainberg and Gal 1982). All other soils are
degraded by clearing and cropping. Wind erosion removes their protecting sand layers, and
they are then susceptible to crusting through raindrop impact, swelling o f clays (especially the
smectites), and clogging o f pores by dispersed clay particles (Mullins et al. 1990). Although
the salt concentration is fairly high near the surface, the concentration in the soil solution is
less than the threshold concentration for clay flocculation (Quirk and Schofield 1955). The
gradient o f salt concentration between rainwater in the macropores and the more concentrated
solution in the micro-pores causes osmotic water movement into the micropores o f aggregates
leading to swelling and disrupture (Emerson and Bakker 1973). By the osmotic 'explosion'
mechanism (Shainberg et al. 1980) a seal at the surface rapidly develops, hindering water
infiltration.
Sand therefore plays an important role as mulch as well as in reducing the surface sealing.
Where sodic smectitic clays are exposed, moisture utilised by plant roots reduces the
possibility o f salt leached downward during winter, returning to the soil surface (Smith 1963).

Soil acidity and alkalLiity
The pH o f soils in the Salmon Gums area was originally measured with a quinhydrone
electrode in a 1:1 soil-water suspension (Burvill 1938, 1988). Field measurements at Mount
Beaumont were taken using the Inoculo field kit. The field pH values measured with the
Inoculo field kit were always higher than those measured in the laboratory. According to
Raupach and Tucker (1959) the field pH value measured in a soil paste varies by a standard
deviation o f 0.42 units from the glass electrode values for 1:5 soil-water suspensions.
Raupach (1954) found that glass electrode pH values were up to 1.0 units lower than Inoculo
field kit measurements. The centrifuging process used to precipitate the suspended soil to
produce a clear solution destroys the equilibrium between the soil and aqueous phase where
otherwise the reaction would continue in releasing ions into the supernatant liquid and so
influencing the number o f hydrogen ions in the suspension. Therefore the field measurements
give a better picture o f the alkalinity o f the soil. Variability o f pH values measured with the
quinhydrone or glass electrode is comparatively small and o f little practical consequence as
found by Dean and Walker (1935a,b).
The pH values o f the sandy surface layers o f the Mount Beaumont soils were always lower
than those at Salmon Gums and the values determined from clayey subsoils were similar to
those obtained from clay soils at Salmon Gums with a quinhydrone electrode in 1932 to 1935
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by TeaIcle et al. Similar values were obtained at Salmon Gums with the Inoculo field kit in
1983 and 1984, hence most calcareous soils range between pH 7.3 and 8.5.
Discrepancies between values measured in the field with the Inoculo field kit and in
1:5 soil-water suspension with a glass electrode may be explained by the presence o f active,
more readily dissolvable calcium carbonate under field conditions which changes to a less
active, recrystallised form in an air dried, stored sample (Clark 1964, Suarez 1977,
Levy 1981). Surface coatings o f dispersed clays around calcium carbonate grains in soilwater suspensions (Buehrer and Williams 1936), and coatings formed during storage
(bacterial activity) may limit the dissolution rate o f calcium carbonate (Suarez and Rhoades
1982). The uptake o f carbon dioxide by air dried and stored soil samples increases the partial
pressure o f carbon dioxide in the soil-water suspension lowering the pH. A drop in pH occurs
when alkaline suspensions settle out so that it is measured in a clear liquid (Raupach 1954).
The pH determinations in the field with the Inoculo field kit are more realistic than those
obtained in the laboratory with the glass electrode if there is long storage without cooling
(Aduayi 1981). The values determined by Teakle et al. (1932-35) were conducted without
delay in a field laboratory after sampling. They agree with those obtained at Mount
Beaumont and at Salmon Gums when measured with the Inoculo field kit.

Soil distribution and land use recommendations
The soils o f the survey area differ significantly from those o f the Salmon Gums district with
which they have been compared in the past. Most soils are less well developed, which
suggests lower rainfall than Salmon Gums. The depth o f wetting and leaching o f salts appears
less and the depth o f soil available for root development o f agricultural plants is less.
material, although reasonably favourable for
The surface horizons o f fine sand and fl
plant root growth are prone to wind erosion. If this occurs, the depth o f favourable soil will
fall and material o f high or excessive alkalinity and salinity will be closer to the surface. In
some cases this hard, excessively alkaline, saline material now forms the soil surface.
The soil pattern is complex and soils of very different agronomic characteristics are mixed
over short distances. The first crops grown may be satisfactory, but subsequent yields are
predicted to be considerably lower. According to Teakle etal. (1932-35), the Geordie and
Beete Soil Series (Gc1.12 or Dy1.13) showed the least leaching after clearing and gave the
lowest yields after the first year o f cropping.
Geordie and Beete soils are much more widely distributed in the Mount Beaumont area than
formerly thought. They become more widespread in the north. A large portion (50%) o f the
area is covered with soil associations between Beete/Geordie (Gc1.12), Karlsberg (Dy4.13),
Parmango (Dy4.23) and Scaddan (Dy4.43) which are calcareous, bicarbonaceous, sodic and
saline. Parmango and Scaddan Soil Series have thin protecting surface layers, which are low
in salt and less alkaline than lower layers, and act as mulch.
One fifth o f the area (one third o f the Stage II area) is covered by soils forming gilgai
microrelief (Dowak, Gn4.52 and Beaumont, Um6.14) that have a high shrink-swell capacity,
tend to waterlog and become very hard when dry. Ten per cent o f the area is sand dunes
(Beete/Heart Echo Association).
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Most o f the soils in the area are highly susceptible to degradation which would reduce their
already low productive capacity substantially unless very high levels o f land management
were applied.
In view o f these soil limitations, the Mount Beaumont Land Release Stage II appears
unsuitable for release for agricultural development using current systems.
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Glossary
Aeolian

Describes deposits o f soil material transported and/or arranged by
wind.

Biotic microrelief

Relief caused by biotic agents e.g. termite mounds.

Calcrete

Any cemented terrestrial carbonate accumulation, usually calcium or
magnesium carbonate.

Catena

A sequence o f soils o f about the same age, derived from similar
parent material under similar climatic conditions, but having
different characteristics owing to differences in relief and drainage.

CEC (Cation
Exchange Capacity)

The total amount o f exchangeable cations that a soil can adsorb.
CEC affects soil properties and behaviour, stability o f structure,
availability o f some nutrients for plant growth and soil pH.

Clay

Soil material composed o f particles <0.002 mm. When the term is
used to describe texture, the soil should contain at least 35% clay.

Colluvium

Unconsolidated soil and/or soil parent material moved largely by
gravity and redeposited on a lower slope.

Concretion

A hard, usually gravel-sized fragment characterised by (concentric)
internal symmetry, usually dominated by sesquioxide or manganese
materials. Concretions have formed within the soil.

Dispersive

Describes the ability o f soil aggregates to break down into individual
particles suspended in water.

Dune

A sand ridge built by wind action.

Duplex

Describes soils with marked texture contrast between A and B
horizons.

Ferruginous

Rich in iron.

Feldspar

A group of rock-forming minerals (sodium-potassium aluminium
silicates). Feldspars are one o f the commonest rock-forming
minerals.

Gibbers

Stones covering a soil surface.

Gilgai

Surface microrelief associated with soils containing shrink-swell
clays. Gilgai consist o f mounds and depressions showing varying
degrees o f order. Normal gilgai are irregularly shaped small mounds
varying in size and spacing. The vertical interval is usually <0.3 m,
the horizontal interval 3-10 m and surface is almost level.
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Glauconite

A green mineral closely related to micas. Commonly occurs in
sedimentary rocks o f marine origin.

Gneiss

Banded rocks formed through high grade regional metamorphism.

Illite

Group o f clay minerals.

Jarosite

A mineral composed o f potassium and iron.

Kaolinite

A common clay mineral, pale in colour.

Lunette

Elongated, gently curved low ridge, built by wind on the margin o f a
playa, typically with a moderate slope towards the playa and a gentle
outer slope.

Melaleucas

Genus o f shrubby native plants common to this area.

Monadnocks

Hills arising from a near level plain, having survived long, continued
erosion.

Mycelia

The vegetative parts o f fimgi when composed o f filamentous
elements.

Nodule

A small usually hard fragment, that has no internal symmetry
(compared with concretions), usually consisting o f sesquioxides,
manganese and/or carbonates.

Ped

An individual soil aggregate.

pH

A measure o f the acidity or alkalinity o f the soil. A pH o f 7 denotes
a neutral soil with a log scale o f increasing alkalinity o f pH 7 to 14
and a log scale o f increasing acidity o f pH 7 to 1 (most soils have a
range o f 4 to 10). Each unit change doubles acidity or alkalinity.
(pH is the negative log o f the hydrogen ion concentration.)

Plasticity

The ability to change shape and retain the new shape after stress is
removed. The degree o f plasticity is assessed at the soil moisture
content used for soil texturing when soil is rolled between the palms
o f the hands. More plastic soils will form longer and finer rolls.

Playa

Large, shallow level-floored colsed depression, intermittently filled
with water but mainly dry due to evaporation.

P r i m a r y Profile F o r m Term used in the Northcote classification to the first division o f soils,
based on texture. The three main forms are:
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Uniform

Soils in which there are only small texture
differences throughout the profile, so there are no
clearly defined horizon boundaries.

Gradational (G): Soils which show increasingly finer texture with
depth, but where there is a gradual change in
texture between successive horizons.
Duplex (D):

Soils which have a clear change in texture between
the A and B horizons.

Principal Profile Form The end point of the Northcote classification, representing the
complete concept and character o f profile form.
(PPF)
Prismatic

Shaped like a prism with well defined flat surfaces; term used to
describe soil particles.

Saltation

An abrupt dancing or leaping movement common to sand particles.

SAR

Sodium Adsorption Ratio is the ratio o f Na+ (sodium ions) to the
square root o f half the sum o f calcium (Ca +) plus magnesium
(Mg2+). SAR can provide an indication o f excess sodium ions an
their effect on plant growth, structure and permeability.

Scree

Loose rock fragments o f gravel size or larger, generally lacking a
fme interstitial component.

Smectite

A green clay.

Sodicity

A measure o f exchangeable sodium in the soil. High levels (>6)
adversely affect soil stability and/or land use. These soils are
dispersible.

Swale

A linear, level floored open depression excavated by wind or formed
by the build-up o f two adjacent ridges. Swales are typically
associated with the depression between adjacent sand dunes.

Whole colour

The dominant matrix colours may be described for each profile depth
by reference to the Munsell soil colour charts (1975). I f the
dominant matrix is whole coloured it means that no mottles occur or
that mottles do not exceed 10% o f the soil mass.
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Appendix I

Analyticalmethods

Chemical and physical analyses were done by the senior author in 1984, 1985 and 1986 at the
laboratories o f the Department o f Soil Science and Plant Nutrition at the University of
Western Australia. The samples were air dried and passed through a 2 mm sieve. The fine
earth fraction (<2 mm) was analysed for each soil horizon and the following data collected.
Particle size
Carbonate was removed from the soil sample using acetic acid buffered with sodium acetate
to pH 5.0 according to Grossman and Millet (1961).
Clay minerals°
X-ray diffractograms (Co tube), clay mounted on ceramic plates as oriented aggregates an
saturated with magnesium and solvated with glycerol according to Whittig and Allardice
(1986).
pH values
Clear 1:5 soil-water suspension; samples were shaken for one hour then centrifuged
(temperature controlled) to achieve a clear solution.
Field pH
pH was measured in the field for all horizons o f all observation sites in soil pastes with the
CSIRO Inoculo field kit* (Raupach 1950).
Electrolytical conductivity (EC)
Clear 1:5 soil-water suspension; one hour shaking; centrifuged under temperature control an
EC measured at 25°C according to Richards (1954).
Water soluble anions (Cl, HCO3, CO3)
Clear 1:5 soil-water suspension; titration according to USDA (1972).
Water soluble cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K)
Clear 1:5 soil-water suspension according to Richards (1954) and Lambert (1978).
Exchangeable cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K) and Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC)#
Procedure followed according to Tucker (1985a) for soils with soluble salts and calcium
carbonate.
In the field, undisturbed cores were taken at each profile to determine bulk densities.
Hydraulic conductivities were measured at each data site and field moisture potentials
determined for every profile and horizon.
Bulk densities
Steel cores (4 cm high, 5.5 cm diameter) method according to Loveday (1974), samples
adjusted to field capacity (-0.01 Mpa).
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Hydraulic conductivity
Field measurement with the single ring method according to Burgy and Luthin (1956), Parr
and Bertrand (1960); ring diameter 23 cm; ring was set 20 cm deep into the clayey subsoil to
avoid lateral flow; a constant waterhead o f 2 cm above ground was maintained with a
Mariotte bottle.
Field moisture
Field moisture and field moisture potential according to Fawcett and Collis-George (1967),
Al-Kafaf and Hanks (1974) and Hamblin (1981).
data is not included in the report but is referred to in discussion.
manufactured at Inoculo Laboratories, 13 Aracade Rd, Box Hill North, Victoria 3127.
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Appendix 2

Representative soil profiles

The following representative soil profiles cover the range o f soils found in the Mount
Beaumont area and similar soils in the Salmon Gums area. Eighteen profiles are from the
developed Stage I area and seven are from the undeveloped Stage II area.
In several cases two or more profiles have been described and sampled from the same location
to cover variation due to microrelief, e.g. gilgai mound and depression.
Examples o f two or more different profiles sampled at the same location:
•

Profiles 22 (Dowak) and 23 (Beaumont);

•

Profiles 20 (Beete) and 21 (Geordie);

•

Profiles 4 (Karlsberg), 6 (Scaddan) and 7 (Doust),

•

Profiles 8 (Clyde Hill) and 11 (Geordie); and

•

Profiles 13 (Karlsberg) and 15 (Scaddan).

Each soil has been classified in four different systems:
(a)

the Principal Profile form according to Northcote (1979);

(b)

the Australian Soil Classification according to Isbell (1996);

(c)

a Great Soil Group according to Stace etal. (1972); and
a soil unit name according to the FAO soil classification (1989).

(d)

Vegetation was only recorded in the uncleared Stage II sites.
The profiles are arranged in order o f soil series name, with references to location and the
mapping unit in which they occurred.
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Beaumont Soil Series
Southern area o f Stege I (agricultural area); Map unit 4; Profile 12
(a) Um6.14

(b) Episodic-Epicalcareous Massive
Yellow Vertosol

(c) Grey, Brown and Red Clay

(d) Vertisol

Beaumont Series occurs in association with Dowak Series in gilgai areas, Beaumont Series in the mounds and
Dowak Series on the shelves or in the depressions.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 487250 mE, 6304250 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 3, Photo No. 5151.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: Ksl - Kumarl sandy loam,
brown sandy loam on clay at 0-10 c m lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

1 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)
0- 10

Description
Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), greyish brown (2.5Y 5/2 moist), whole
coloured; fme sandy clay; crusting; massive clods; dry, firm
consistence; p H 9.0; clear boundary.

Al

Ap

Ap

B21

B21

Bwx

10- 30

Light pale yellow (5Y 7/4 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/4 moist), whole
coloured; fine sandy clay; hardsetting, massive; dry, firm consistence;
p H 9.5; abrupt boundary.

B22

2B22

BO

30-100

Pale yellow (5Y 7/3 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/4 moist); whole coloured;
sandy clay; coarse blocky; dry, firm consistence; rough and smooth
fabric; pH 9.5; cracks filled with sand and lime concretions; clear
boundary.

B23

2B23

2Bt2b

100-150

Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 dry and moist), whole coloured; light
medium clay; very coarse blocky; moist, plastic; slickensides; rough
fabric; pH 9.0.
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Beaumont Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage II (uncleared); Map unit 4; Profile 23
(a) Um6.14

(b) Episodic-Epicalcareous
Massive Grey Vertosol

(c) Grey, Brown and Red Clay

(d) Eutric Vertisol

Gilgai mound, separating two gilgai depressions.
Beaumont Series occurs in association with Dowak Series in gilgai areas: Beaumont Series on the mounds and
Dowak Series on the shelves or in the depressions. The Dowak Series (Profile 22) has also been described and
sampled at this site.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 483245 mE, 6313579 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, St 51-6.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 6, Photo 5139. 16.1.69.
Scale 1:40,000 (nom.).

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31 680. Map unit: KM° or Kumarl sandy loam in
a complex with Dowak clay loam forming gilgais. K = Brown sandy loam
0-10 cm over clay, lime; Do = Dowak clay loam to sandy clay with depth.

Geological map

Esperance - Mondrain Island, WA. Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landfonn

Plateau, gilgai microrelief.

Land use

Native bushland.

Vegetation mound

E. dielsii (5%, 6.8 m), E. conglobata, E. transcontinentalis.

Shelf

M. preissiana (20%, 6 m), M calycina.

Soil surface

Deep cracks 2-3 cm wide at zone between mounds and shelves, polygonal
cracking with large dome tops up to 30 cm in diameter in the shelf zones,
mounds sparsely vegetated.

Erosion

By wind and water on uncovered ground.
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Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ah

Ah

0-15

Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/6
moist),whole coloured; sandy clay; weak crumb structure; dry, brittle
consistence; sandy ped fabric; p H 7.0; slight reaction with HC1; rarely
any roots; clear colour and abrupt boundary.

A2

B2lt

Btl

15-30

Light grey (2.5Y 7/2 dry), light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/2 moist),
mottled; yellow (10YR 7/8 (dry); brownish yellow (10YR 6/8 moist);
mottles up to 20%, and to 1 cm in diameter; weak coarse sandy clay;
coarse prismatic (10 x 5 x 5 cm); dry, brittle consistence; rough-ped
fabric (occasionally smooth); p H 7.5; very slight reaction with HC1;
roots rare; very porous ped matrix; clear colour boundary.

B22

B22t

Bt2

30-50

Light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 dry), grey (10YR 6/1 moist), whole
coloured, but black streaks o f organic matter; sandy clay loam; coarse
prismatic (20 x 10 x 10 cm); dry, crumbly consistence; rough-ped
fabric (occasionally smooth); porous ped matrix;
p H 7.5; no reaction with HC1; roots rare; clear colour and diffuse
texture boundary.

B23

B23g

BCw

50-95

Light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/2 dry), greyish brown (2.5Y 5/2 moist),
whole coloured, but with some mottles (<10%), disappearing when
dry, light olive grey (5Y 6/2 moist); weak coarse sandy light medium
clay; massive, cemented; dry, brittle consistence, very tough; pH 6.5.
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Beete Soil Series
Southern area of Stage I (agricultural area) Map unit 3/5; Profile
(a) Gc1.12, salty

(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Haplic Calcisol,
saline phase

A MG coordinates

Zone 51, 486500 mE, 6307755 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 2, Photo No. 5139.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CVsL - Circle Valley sandy
loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay (0-10 cm).

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet St 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

10 cm surface layer: 4-6 mm/h.
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Horizon
(a)

*

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

A11

Apk

Apk

0- 10

Pale brown (10YR 6/3 dry), dark brown (10YR 3/3 moist), whole
coloured; sandy clay loam; massive to weakly platy; dry, very weak
consistence; rough fabric; p H 8.0; strong reaction with HC1; clear
boundary.

Al2

B21k

Bckl

10- 20

Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4 dry), dark yellowish brown (10YR
4/4 moist) whole coloured; clay loam; massive; dry; weak
consistence; rough fabric; p H 9.0; strong reaction with HC1; lime
concretions to 50%; abundant fine roots and mycelium; wavy, clear
boundary.

A2

B22k*

Bck2

20-100

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry), yellow (10YR 7/6 moist), whole
coloured; gravelly light clay; fine blocky; rough fabric; nests with
lime nodules up to 80% then apedal; dry, moderate consistence; at
80 cm main lime nodular layer, cemented between 80 and 90 cm;
p H 9.5; strong reaction with HC1; wavy, clear boundary.

B2b

2B23

2Btlb

100-145

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry), light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4
moist), pale olive (5Y 6/3 dry and moist) at ped surfaces, mottled;
medium clay; fine prismatic structure; moderately moist, moderate
consistence; smooth fabric; p H 7.0; clear boundary.

B22

3B24

3Bt2b

145-200+

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/5 moist)
20%, pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light olive brown 2.5Y 5/4 moist)
20%, yellowish red (5YR 5/8 dry), reddish brown (5YR 5/4 moist),
60% mottled; medium clay; coarse prismatic; moderately moist,
moderate consistence; smooth fabric; p H 4.5; some dark red
ironstone gravel; becoming wet at 200 cm.

B22k was sampled for analysis at a depth o f 30-60 cm representing a depth o f 20-70 cm.
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Beete Soil Series
Southern area of Stage I (agricultural area) Map unit 6; Profile 6
(a) Gc1.12, salty

(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Calcisol

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 485550 mE, 6307500 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250 000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mt Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000, Series 840099,
2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 2, Photo No. 5139.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: K/B - Ks1 and BSL complex,
Kumarl sandy loam-brown sandy loam on clay at 0-10 cm lime and Beete
sandy loam to light grey or brown powdery calcareous sandy loam over clay
loam or light clay.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

6-8 mm/h at Ap horizon; below Ap 2.5-4 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ap

Ap

0- 15

Light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 dry), dark brown (10YR 3/3 moist)
whole coloured; fme sandy clay loam; hardsetting; massive; dry,
moderately firm consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.0; slight reaction
with HCI; clear boundary.

A2

Alk

AlE

15- 20

Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/5 dry), light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4 moist),
whole coloured; fme sandy loam; apedal to weak crumb structure;
dry, weak consistence; pH 9.5; very porous; white and pink
mycelium; abundant termites; strong reaction with HCI; gradual
boundary.

821

B21k

Bkl

20- 40

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry), yellow (10YR 7/6 moist), whole
coloured; fme sandy clay loam; massive to weak crumb structure;
dry, weak consistence; pH 9.5; strong reaction with HCI; lime
segregations up to 1 cm in diameter, 10%; porous; clear boundary.

B22

2B22k

2Bkcb

40- 80

Light olive grey (5Y 6/2 dry), olive (5Y 5/4 moist), whole coloured;
sandy clay; coarse blocky; dry, firm consistence; rough fabric;
pH 10.0; abundant greenish lime nodules; clear boundary.

B23

3B23

3Bk2b

80-150

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry and moist), whole coloured;
medium clay; coarse prismatic structure; dry, firm consistence;
rough fabric; pH 8.5; frequent soft lime segregations; at 150 cm
black flecks of manganese becoming moist.
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Beete Soil Series
Northern area o f StEle II area (uncleared); Map unit 3; Profile 20
(a) Dy 1.13

(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Luvic Calcisol

Beete soil Series always occurs in association with Geordie Soil Series in this survey. Geordie Series
(Profile 21) was described close by this profile (same coordinates).
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 494600 mE, 6315250 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 6, Photo 5136. 16.1.69,
Scale 1:40,000 (nom.).

Past surveys
Lands and surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: BSL = Beete sandy loam, light
grey or brown powdery calcareous sandy loam over clay loam and light clay.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island, WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay.

This survey
Landform

Plateau.

Land use

Native bushland.

Vegetation

Dense with open patches: E. eremophila (4-5 m), E. transcontinentalis,
E. leptocalyx, M pentagona (1-2.5 m), M cucullata.

Soil surface

Weakly crusted (0.5 cm thick), lime concretions (up to 20% cover).

Erosion

None.

Hydraulic conductivity

6 mm/h; swelling o f surface horizon; wetting front after 48 h at 15 cm depth.
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Horizon

Depth
cm )

Description

(b)

(d)

Al

A l hIc

AhIcl

0- 10

Brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/6 moist),
whole coloured; weak loamy fine sand, (with some humus);
structureless; moderately moist, crumbly consistence; ped fabric: sandy;
pH 7.0; strong reaction with HCI; lime concentrations <1 cm diameter;
up to 20% in patches, abundant mycelia; abundant roots; moist to 5 cm,
showing a colour o f 10YR 3/2 (very dark greyish brown); gradual
colour boundary.

A2

Alk

Ahk2

10- 25

Very pale brown (10YR 8/3 dry,10YR 7/3 moist), whole coloured; fine
sand; structureless; dry, brittle consistence; ped fabric: sandy; pH 8.5;
non-wettable; strong reaction with HCI; frequent lime concretions
abundant roots to 20 cm, frequent mycelia and termites, 10-25 cm;
gradual colour, clear structure and texture boundary.

B21

B21k

Bkc

25- 45

Yellow (10YR 7/6 dry and moist); whole coloured; loam fine sandy; fine
polyhedral; dry brittle consistence; rough-ped fabric; pH 9.5; strong
reaction with HCI; abundant lime nodules 20 to 40 cm; very pale brown
(10YR 8/3 dry, 10YR 7/4 moist); rare roots; abrupt texture and structure
boundary.

B22

2622k

2Bilc

45-100+

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6 dry), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 moist); whole
coloured; fine sandy clay loam; prismatic (10 x 5 x 5 cm); dry, brittle
consistence; rough-ped fabric; porous; pH 9.5; strong reaction with HCI;
soft lime patches and large lime concretions.

(a)
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Clyde Hill Sun Sties
Northern area of SLge 1 (agricultural area), Map unit 9/3; Profile 8
(a) Ug5.14, degraded

(b) Episodic-Epicalcareous
Self-mulching Grey Vertosol

(c) Grey, Brown
and Red Clay

(d) Eutric Vertisol,
sodic phase

This profile occurs in a gilgai area in association with Geordie Series. Profiles 8 (Clyde Hill Series, on shelf/
depression) and 11 (Geordie Series, on mound) occur in close proximity to one another.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 500500 mE, 6310100 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 4, Photo No. 516.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/K - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam. Grey to brown sand on domed clay
(0-10 cm), lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Lower slopes o f Clyde Hill, gently sloping to north (<3%).

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

0.1 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

All

Ap

Ah

0- 2

Very dark grey (10YR 3/1 dry), black (10YR 2/1 moist), whole coloured;
humic heavy clay; fme polyhedral; rough fabric; p H 8.0; 2 cm wide cracks
extending to 100 cm; clear boundary.

Al2

A3

A/B

2- 5

Grey (10YR 6/1 dry), dark grey (10YR 4/1 moist), whole coloured; heavy
clay; medium polyhedral, self-mulching; massive breaking to medium
polyhedral; dry, moderate consistence; smooth and rough fabric; p H 9.0;
some small lime nodules; abundant roots; gradual boundary.

B2

B2t

Bt

5-200

Light grey (5Y 7/1 dry), grey (5Y 6/1 moist); whole coloured; heavy clay;
massive breaking into coarse polyhedral peds, cracks and slickensides;
moderately moist, moderate consistence; rough fabric; p H 9.0; some small
lime nodules; frequent roots to 100 cm, rare at 200 cm; wet at 200 cm.
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Doust Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage I (agricultural area), Map unit 3/7; Profile 7
(a) Dy4.43, deep sandy phase

(b) Calcic Hypematic
Yellow Sodosol

(c) Solodized Solonetz

(d) Calcic Solonetz

Note: Profiles 7 (Doust), 4 Karlsberg) and 6 (Scaddan) occur in close proximity to one another.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 497000 mE, 6306550 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 4, Photo No. 5169.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/IC - CVsL and
Ks! complex, Circle Valley sandy loam - grey to brown sand on domed clay
(0-10 cm), lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Depression gently sloping to west (3%).

Land use

20 m wide strip o f regrowing native vegetation.

Hydraulic conductivity

3-4

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ah

Ah

0-

A2

A2e

E

5- 25

White (10YR 8/2 dry), light grey (10YR 7/2 moist), whole coloured;
conspicuously bleached; fme sand; apedal; pH 7.5; abundant roots;
abrupt boundary.

B22

B21tk

Btnl

25- 50

Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 moist),
whole coloured; sandy clay loam; columnar structure, with flat
surfaces; dry, strong consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.0; frequent
roots along ped surfaces; clear boundary.

B22

2B22tk

2Btn2b

50-200

Pale yellow (5YR 7/3 dry), pale olive (5YR 6/3 moist), whole
coloured; gravelly, fine sandy clay; prismatic; dry, moderate
consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.0; lime nodules throughout; wet at
200 cm.

5

Very pale brown (10YR 8/3 dry), pale brown (10YR 6/3 moist),
whole coloured; fme sand; very soft surface with a thin layer of
white coarse sand grains; apedal; sandy fabric; pH 7.5; abundant
roots; clear boundary.
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Doust Soil Suries (c:

_lcled)

Northern area of St-ge I, (agricultural area); M i p unit 8; Profile 17
(b) Calcic Hypernatric
Yellow Sodosol

(a) Dy4.43 degraded
(deep sandy phase)

(c) Soiodized Solonetz
(degraded)

(d) Solonetz

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 502500 mE, 6304500 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/84, Run No. 5, Photo No. 5177.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: GS - Gibson Sand, grey to pale
yellow sand on clay at 30-90 cm.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

20 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

A 1 /A2

Ap/A2

E/Ap

B21

B2tk

Bkl

B22

2B2t

2Bk2b

Depth
(cm)

Description

0- 20

White (10YR 8/2 dry), pale brown (10YR 6/3 moist), whole
coloured; loamy fine sand; loose surface; sandy fabric; p H 7.5;
abrupt boundary.

20-100

Yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 moist),
whole coloured; gravelly sandy clay; coarse prismatic structure
(10 x 10 x 60 cm) parting to very coarse blocky peds; dry, very
firm consistence; rough fabric; p H 9.5; abundant lime nodules
and concretions; abrupt boundary.

100-150

Pale yellow (5Y 7/4 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/4 moist), brownish
yellow (10YR 6/6 dry and moist), mottled; sandy clay; coarse
prismatic structure (5 x 10 x 40 cm) breaking to coarse blocky
peds; dry, very strong consistence; rough fabric; p H 10.0;
abundant lime nodules and concretions.
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Dowak Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage ll (uncleared); Map unit 4; Profile 22
(a) Gn4.52

(b) Episodic Massive Grey Vertosol

(c) Grey, Brown and Red Clay

(d) Eutric Vertisol

Gilgai shelf. Dowak Series occurs in association with Beaumont Series in gilgai areas, Dowak Series on the
shelves or in depressions and Beaumont Series on the mounds. Beaumont Series (Profile 23) has also been
described and sampled at this site.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 483245 mE, 6313579 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 6, Photo 5139. 16.1.69.
Scale 1:40,000 (nom.).

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31 680. Map unit: 1C/Do or Kumarl sandy loam in
a complex with Dowak clay loam forming gilgais. K = Brown sandy loam
0-10 cm over clay, lime; Do = Dowak clay loam to sandy clay with depth.

Geological map

Esperance - Mondrain Island, WA. Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white limestone
over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plateau, gilgai microrelief.

Land use

Native bushland.

Vegetation mound

E. dielsii (5%, 6.8 m), E. conglobata, E. transcontinentalis.

Shelf

M preissiana (20%, 6 m), M calycina.

Soil surface

Deep cracks 2-3 cm wide at zone between mounds and shelves, polygonal
cracking with large dome tops up to 30 cm in diameter in the shelf zones,
mounds sparsely vegetated.

Erosion

By wind and water on uncovered ground.

Hydraulic conductivity

2 mm/h; wetting front after 48 h at 60 cm depth.
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Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ah

Ah

0- 5

Grey (10YR 6/1 dry), dark grey (10YR 4/1 moist), whole
coloured; humus, coarse sandy clay loam; fme polyhedral; moist,
crumbly consistence; rough-ped fabric; p H 6.5; abundant roots;
distinct colour and structure boundary.

B21

B21

Bwl

5-10

Light grey (2.5Y 7/2 dry), light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/2 moist),
whole coloured; mottles <10% yellowish brown (10YR 5/8
moist); clay loam; coarse columnar (30 x 30 x 60 cm, extends
into B22g); moist, plastic consistence; rough-ped fabric; p H 6.5;
abundant roots along ped faces; peds themselves dense, mycelia
in 8-10 cm depth; clear colour boundary.

B22

B22g

Bw2

10-65

Light grey (5Y 7/2 dry), light olive grey (5Y 6/2 moist), mottled
up to 15%; (a) 10YR 8/1 (dry, white soft lime), (5%); 2.5Y 6/2
(moist, light brownish grey); (b) 2.5Y 6/2 (dry and moist, light
brownish grey), (10%); (c) 10YR 5/8 (dry, yellowish brown);
10YR 5/6 (moist, yellowish brown), (5%); coarse sandy lightmedium clay; coarse columnar parting into coarse blocky peds,
with depth becoming massive and hard; dry, brittle consistence
rough-ped fabric with smooth slickensides; p H 6.5; frequent roots
to 40 cm along cracks; below 40 cm roots are rare.
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Dundas Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage I (agricultural area) Map unit 3; Profile 10
(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(a) Gc1.12 limestone

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Calcisol

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 506750 mE, 6317250 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 3, Photo No. 5159.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: BSL - Beete sandy loam, light
grey or brown powdery calcareous sandy loam over clay loam or light clay.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Regrowing natural vegetation strip.

Hydraulic conductivity

3 mm/h for Apk horizon; below B2k 15 nun/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Apk

Ap

0- 20

Yellowish red (5YR 5/8 dry, 5YR 4/6 moist), whole coloured;
loamy fme sand; structureless; loose, powdery; sandy fabric; pH
8.5; frequent small white lime concretions to 1 cm diameter, <10%;
clear boundary.

A2

B2k

Ckc

20-100

Pink (7.5YR 7/4 dry), light brown (7.5YR 6/4 moist), whole
coloured; gravelly fme sandy loam becoming slightly heavier with
depth to loam; structureless; dry, loose consistence; pH 9.5;
abundant (50%) lime concretions to 30 cm in diameter; clear
boundary.

B2

2B2

2Btb

100-170

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 dry and moist), whole coloured; clay
loam; medium blocky; dry, firm consistence; smooth and rough
fabric; pH 9.5; large tongues filled with lime concretions and sandy
loam from B2k horizon reach 170 cm.
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Geordie Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage I (agricultural area); I t t p unit 3; Profile 2
(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(a) Gc1.12, limestone

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Petric Calcisol,
sodic phase

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 506200 mE, 6319750 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099,2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 3, Photo No. 5159.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/K - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam - grey to brown sand on domed clay
(0-10 cm), lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain-deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Gently sloping plain to east (<1%).

Land use

10 m wide strip o f natural vegetation with Eucalyptus transcontinentalis,
E. leptocalyx, Melaleuca pentagona, M cucullata.

Hydraulic conductivity

10 cm surface layer: 8-9 mm/h; below 10 cm: <0.1 mm/h.

Horizon
(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

(a)

(b)

Al 1

Apkl

Ahkl

Al2

Apk2

Ah1c2

10- 20

As A i l k ; abundant mycelium and termite borrows; clear
boundary.

B21

B2k

Bkc

20-160

Yellow (10YR 7/6 dry/moist), whole coloured; gravelly fine sandy
clay loam; apedal, massive; dry, weak consistence; p H 9.0; strong
reaction with HCI; lime concretions to 80%; abundant fine roots;
wavy, clear boundary.

B22

2B2

2Btb

160-200

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 dry/moist) 50%, pale olive (5Y 6/3 dry),
olive (5Y 5/3 moist), mottled; light medium clay; medium
blocky; dry, moderate consistence; rough and smooth fabric; pH
8.0; rare large roots.

0- 10

Reddish yellow (7.5'YR. 7/6 dry), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 moist),
whole coloured; fine sandy loam; massive; dry, very weak
consistence; sandy fabric; p H 9.0; strong reaction with HC1;
abundant roots; clear boundary.
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Geordie over Clyde Hill Soil Series
Northern area of Stage I (agricultural area) Map unit 9 Profile 11
(a) Gc1.12 over clay

(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Calcisol

This profile occurs in a gilgai area where it is associated with Clyde Hill Series. Profiles 11 (Geordie) on
mound, and 8 (Clyde Hill) on shelf, occur in close proximity to one another.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 500500 mE, 6310100 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250 000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 4, Photo No. 5165.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/K - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay,
0-10 cm and Kumarl sandy loam, brown sandy loam on clay at 0-10 cm lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

5 rmn/h for Ap horizon; below B2 <1 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ap

Ap

0- 20

Light grey (10YR 7/2 dry), light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 moist),
whole coloured; fine sandy loam; slightly loose; massive; dry,
weak consistence; sandy fabric; pH 9.0; slight reaction with HC1;
clear boundary.

B21

B2k

Bw

20- 30

Light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/2 dry), greyish brown (2.5Y 5/2
moist), whole coloured; sandy clay loam; massive; dry, firm
consistence; pH 9.5; porous; white finely divided lime; abundant
termites; reaction with HC1; abrupt boundary.

B22

2B21

2Bt1

30- 90

Pale yellow (5Y 7/3 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/4 moist); whole
coloured; sandy clay; coarse prismatic; dry, firm consistence;
pH 9.5; slight reaction with HC1; few lime segregations <10%;
clear boundary.

B23

2B22

2Bt2

90-150

Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 dry and moist), whole coloured;
medium clay; coarse blocky; moist, plastic; slickensides; rough
and smooth fabric; pH 9.0.
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Geordie Soil S ries
Northern area of Stage II (uncleared); Map unit 3; Profile 21
(a) Gc1.12

(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Grey-brown and Red
Calcareous Soil

(d) Luvic Calcisol

Geordie Soil Series always occurs in association with Beete Soil Series in this survey. Beete Series (Profile 20)
was described close by this profile (same coordinates).
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 494600 mE, 6315250 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 6, Photo 5136. 16.1.69.
Scale 1:40,000 (nom.).

Past surveys
Lands and surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: BSL = Beete sandy loam, light
grey or brown powdery calcareous sandy loam over clay loam and light clay.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island, WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay.

This survey
Landform

Plateau.

Land use

Native bushland.

Vegetation

Dense with open patches: E. eremophila (4 to 5 m), E. transcontinentalis,
E. leptocalyx, M pentagona (1 to 2.5 m), M cucullata.

Soil surface

Weakly crusted (0.5 cm thick), lime concretions (up to 20% cover).

Erosion

None.
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Horizon

Depth
(cm)

Description

(b)

(d)

All

Ahkl

Alikl

Al2

Ahk2

Ah1c2

10-25

Very pale brown (10YR 7/3 dry), light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4
moist), whole coloured; fme sand; structureless; (the following as
in Dy1.13)

B21

B21k

Ckl

25-45

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry and moist), and round inclusions of
brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/6
moist), whole coloured; strong fine sandy loam; fine polyhedral;
dry, brittle consistence; pH 9.5; sandy fabric; (the following as in
Dy1.13)

B22

B22k

Ck2

45-80+

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6 (dry and moist), whole coloured; sandy
clay loam; prismatic (10 x 5 x 5 cm); dry, brittle consistence; ped
fabric: smooth and rough; pH 9.5; strong reaction with HCI; soft
lime segregation and large lime concretions; rarely any roots.

(a)

0-10

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4
moist), whole coloured; humus, weak loamy, fme sand;
structureless; moderately moist, crumbly consistence; sandy fabric;
pH 9.5; strong reaction with HC1; gradual boundary.
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Heart Echo Soil Series
Southern area of Stage I (acricultural area); Mil, unit 1; Profile 18
(b) Basic Arenic Bleached-Orthic Tenosol

(a) Uc2.21

(c) Siliceous Sand

(d) Ferric-Albic Arenosol

A M G coordinates

Zone 51, 499250 mE, 6294000 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, S151-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 6, Photo No. 5188.

P a s t surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: GS - Gibson Sand - grey to
pale yellow sand on clay 30 to 75 cm.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Sand dune crest.

Land use

Cleared and presently unvegetated.

Hydraulic conductivity

15 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ah

Ah

0- 10

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4
moist), whole coloured; fme sand; structureless; sandy fabric; pH
7.0; abundant roots; gradual boundary.

A2

A2e

E

10- 60

White (10YR 8/1 dry), light grey (10YR 7/2 moist), whole
coloured; fine sand; structureless; p H 7.0; frequent roots; gradual
boundary.

B2

B2

Bw

60-200+

Yellow (10YR 7/8 dry and moist), whole coloured; fine sand to
clayey sand; structureless; sandy fabric; p H 7.5; frequent roots.
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Heart Echo Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage II (uncleared); Map unit 1; Profile 25
(b) Basic Arenic Bleached-Orthic Tenosol

(a) Uc2.21

(c) Siliceous Sand

(d) Eutric Podzoluvisol

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 481378 mE, 6315347 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:50,000, SI 51-6. Pt o f 3431-1, H, III, IV.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 6, Photo 5141 16.1.69.
Scale 1:40,000t(nom.).

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31 680. Map unit: FGS = Fleming Gravel shallow phase, grey sand on gravel (0 to 30 cm).

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island, WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay.

This survey
Landfonn

Slope 4%.

Land use

Native bushland.

Erosion

None.
Depth
(cm)

Horizon
(a)

Description

(d)

(b)

Al

Ah

Ah

0- 5

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4
moist), whole coloured; sand; structureless; sandy fabric; pH 6.0;
abundant roots, some surface litter, thin white layer; gradual
boundary.

A2

A2e

E

5-50

White (10YR 8/1 dry), light grey (10YR 7/2 moist), whole coloured;
sand; structureless; pH 6.0; frequent roots; sharp boundary.

B2

B2

Bs

50-70+

Brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/6
moist), whole coloured; sand to loamy sand; structureless to slight
tongues at boundary; brittle consistence; sandy fabric; pH 7.5;
abundant roots especially in the top 10 cm; some mottling with
depth (<10%); rare small lime nodules.
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KarlsL:erg Soil & r i e s (d_

_fed

Southern area of Stage I (agricultural area); K i p unit 3/5; Profile 3
(a) Dy4.13

(b) Epihypersodic Pedal Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Desert Loam

(d) Luvic Calcisol

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 486500 mE, 6307750 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 2, Photo No. 5139.

P a s t surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CVsL - Circle Valley sandy
loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay (0 to 10 cm).

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loam sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Land form

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

1-2 mm/h (after first year o f cropping); <0.5 min/h (after third year).

Horizon
(a)

*

(d)

(b)

Depth
(cm)

Description

0- 10

Light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 dry), very dark greyish brown
(10YR 3/2 moist), whole coloured; fine sandy loam; thin clayey
surface seal between rounded clods which are weakly hardened
b y clayey-silty crusts; clods and soil material below surface crusts
break into weak medium blocky structure; dry, weak consistence;
rough fabric; p H 8.5; slight reaction with HC1; gradual boundary.

Bt

10- 30

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry), brown (10YR 5/3 moist), whole
coloured; sandy clay; very weak columnar structure, separating in
medium blocky structure; dry, very weak consistence; rough
fabric; p H 9.0; clear boundary.

B22k*

Btk

30-145

Very pale brown (10YR 7/4 dry), brownish yellow (10YR 6/6
moist), whole coloured; gravelly light clay; calcareous
concretions up to 70% (3 cm in diameter); medium, subangular
blocky to nutty structure; dry, brittle consistence; rough fabric;
p H 10.0; strong reaction with HC1; white powdery lime
segregations; abundant fine roots; clear boundary.

2B23k

2Btb

145-180+

Al

Ap

Ap

B21

B21k

B22

2B2

Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 moist)
80% and yellow (10YR 7/6 dry), brownish yellow (10YR 6/6
moist) 20%, mottled; light clay, (strongly silty); medium
prismatic; moist, moderate consistence; rough and smooth fabric;
p H 8.0; frequent fine roots; wet at 200 cm.

The B22k horizon was sampled for analysis a t different depths: one at 30-60 cm another at 80-120 cm
representing 60-145 cm (Table 5).
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Karlsberg Soil Series (degraded)
Northern area o f Stage I (agricultural area); Map unit 3/7; Profile 4
(a) Dy4.13,
degraded

(b) Epihypersodic Pedal
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Desert Loam (degraded)

(d) Argic Calcisol,
sodic-saline phase

Note: Profiles 4 (Karlsberg), 6 (Scaddan) and 7 (Doust) occur in close proximity to one another.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 497000 mE, 6306500 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 4, Photo No. 5168.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/IC - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam - grey to brown sand on domed clay
(0-10 cm), lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

Present survey
Landform

Plain, very gently sloping to north-east (1%).

Land use

10 m wide strip o f regrowing native vegetation.

Hydraulic conductivity

2-3 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)
5

Description
Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6 dry), strong brown (5YR 5/6 moist),
whole coloured; light sandy clay loam; thin clayey and silty layer
surface crust covered by a thin (1-2 mm) layer fine and coarse
sand; fine polyhedral to weak platy; dry, weak consistence; rough
fabric; pH 8.5; slight reaction with HC1; clear boundary.

Al

Ap

Ap

0-

B21

B21k

Btkcl

5- 40

Yellow (10YR 7/6 dry), brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 moist), 30%,
and pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4
moist), 70%, mottled; light medium clay; fine blocky structure;
dry, very weak consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.0; lime concretions;
clear boundary.

B22

B22k*

Btkc2

40-200

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 dry, 7.5YR 4/6 moist), 40%, and pale
olive (5Y 6/3 dry and moist), 60%, mottled; gravelly medium clay;
lime concretions up to 70%; coarse blocky structure; dry, brittle
consistence; rough fabric; pH 8.5; strong reaction with HCI; rough
powdery lime segregations; abundant fine roots at 80 cm and
abundant large roots at 200 cm.

The horizon B22k was sampled for analysis at different depths: one at 50-80 cm representing 40-100 cm
depth and at 120-160 cm representing 120-200 cm (Table 4).
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Karlsberg Soil Series (cLzrJcied
Southern area o f Stage I (agricultural area); Map unit 3/5; Profile 13
(a) Dy4.13 degraded

(b) Epihypersodic Pedal Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Desert Loam

(d) Calcisol

Note: Profiles 13 (Karlsberg) and 15 (Scaddan) occur in close proximity to one another. Scaddan occurs in the
micro depressions and Karlsberg on intervening slopes to mounds.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 480000 mE, 6302250 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area Scale 1:30,000.
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA 12/11/1984, Run No. 2, Photo No. 5142.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CVsL - Circle Valley sandy
loam, grey to brown sand on domedclay 0 to 10 cm.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island W A Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

0.5 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

Depth
(cm)

(b)

Description

(d)

Al

Ap

A/B

B21

1321k

Bt

10- 60

Light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/3 dry), light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4
moist), whole coloured; sandy clay; blocky (to 20 cm depth)
becoming massive below 20 cm; dry, firm consistence; smooth
fabric; p H 9.5; abundant lime nodules; abrupt boundary.

B22

2B22

Btg

60-160

Brownish yellow (10YR 6/8 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/8
moist), pale yellow (2.5Y 7/3 (dry and moist), mottled; sandy clay;
platy breaking into weak medium blocks; dry, moderately firm;
smooth fabric; p H 9.5.

0- 10

Yllowish brown (OYR 5/4 dry), brown (OYR 4/3 moist), whole
coloured; fine sandy clay loam; 5 m m thick crust at the surface
with sealed clods cracking and disintegrating into fme t o medium
polyhedral peds; dry, firm consistence; p H 8.0; gradual boundary.
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Karlsberg Soil Series (degraded
Northern area o f Stage I (agricultural area) Map unit 3; Profile 14
(b) Epihyperodic Pedal
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(a) Dy4.13 degraded

(c) Desert Loam

(d) Luvic Calcisol

A MG coordinates

Zone 51, 506740 mE, 6317250 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/84, Run No. 3, Photo No. 5159.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/K - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay,
0 to 10 cm and Kumar' sandy loam, brown sandy loam on clay at 0 to 10 cm
lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

2.5 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(3)

(d)

Depth
cm

Description

Al

Ap

Apx

0-

5

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6 dry), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 moist),
whole coloured; fine sandy loam; few mm thick crust at surface
with sealed clods o f light greenish colour (2.5Y 6/6, dry, olive
yellow); clods cracking and disintegrating into fme to medium
blocky peds with smooth fabric; soil material massive; dry, firm
to hard consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.0; frequent lime
concretions; clear boundary.

B21

B21k

Btkl

5-100

Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4
moist), whole coloured; clay loam with depth heavier to light
clay; medium blocky to 50 cm depth, below 50 cm becoming
massive; dry, firm consistence; rough and smooth fabric; pH 9.5;
abundant lime concretions; abrupt boundary.

B22

B22k

Btk2

100-150

Pale olive (5Y 6/3 (dry and moist), whole coloured; sandy clay;
very coarse blocky; moist, plastic; smooth and rough fabric;
pH 10.0; abundant lime concretions and nodules.

x in the A horizon stands for crusting and hardsetting.
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Karlsbug Soil Sties
Northern area o f Stacie II (uncleared), Map unit 5; Profile 19
(a) Dy4.13

(b) Epihpersodic Pedal Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Desert Loam

(d) Luvic Calcisol

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 487591 mE, 6311738 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 6, Photo 5139. 16.1.69.
Scale 1:40,000 (nom.).

P a s t surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: K/B - Kumarl sandy loam (K)
in a complex with Beete sandy loam (B). K = Ks? = Brown sandy loam
0-10 cm o v e r clay. B = BSL = light grey or brown powdery calcareous
sandy loam over clay loam or light clay.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island, W A Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Q p i - R e d inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white
limestone o v e r grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plateau.

Land use

Native bushland.

Vegetation

Dense with open patches: E. transcontinentalis (5 to 6 m), E. eremophila,
E. conglobata, E. indurata, M pentagona, M cucullata (50-70%,
1.5-2.5 m).

Soil surface

Thin (1 cm), weak crust, small to moderate polygonal cracking, but no open
cracks.

Erosion

None.

Deposition

Sand and calcareous silt (<1 c m thick).

Hydraulic conductivity

4 mm/h; wetting front after 48 h at 60 cm depth.
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Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)
5

Description

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6 dry), strong brown (7.5YR 4/6 moist),
whole coloured; loamy fine sand; apedal; moist, brittle
consistence, ped fabric: sandy; pH 6.5; slight reaction with HCI;
abundant roots; some small lime nodules; clear colour and abrupt
texture and structure boundary.

Al

Ah

Ah

0-

B21

B21k

Btk

5- 25

Brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 dry), yellowish brown (10YR 5/6
moist), whole coloured; fine sandy clay loam; dry, brittle
consistence; fine to medium polyhedral structure; ped fabric:
smooth and rough; pH 9.5; strong reaction with HCI; soft large
lime accumulations; very pale brown (10YR 8/3 moist and dry)
and hard lime concretions (2-15 cm, vertically orientated),
ferruginous nodules encrusted with lime; frequent roots; clear
colour and texture boundary.

B22

B22k

Ckc

25- 50

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6 dry and moist), whole coloured;
medium sandy clay loam; weak crumb structure; dry brittle
consistence; rough-ped fabric; pH 9.5; strong reaction with HCI;
abundant medium-sized lime nodules; frequent roots; diffuse
colour boundary.

B23

B23K

Ck

50- 75

Yellow (10YR 7/8 dry), brownish yellow (10YR 6/8 moist), whole
coloured; fine sandy light clay; weak crumb structure; dry, brittle
consistence; smooth-ped fabric; pH 9.5; strong reaction with
HCI; large soft lime accumulations; very pale brown (10YR 8/3
moist and dry) and hard lime concretions (20 x 5 cm, vertically
orientated), ferruginous nodules encrusted with lime; clear colour
and texture boundary.

B24

2B24k

2Btgb

75-100+

Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry), dark yellowish brown (10YR
4/4 moist), mottled; light olive brown (2.5Y 5.4 dry); olive
brown (2.5Y 4/4 moist); mottles to 50% dominating with depth;
light medium clay; fine to medium polyhedral; dry, brittle
consistence; rough-ped fabric; pH 9.5 to 10.0; weaker reaction
with HCI; frequent fine roots.
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Scaddan Soil Series (degraded
Southern area o f S t - i e I (agricultural area); Mop unit 6; Profile 5
(a) Dy4.43, degraded

(b) Supracalcic Hypernatric
Yellow Sodosol

(c) Soiodized Solonetz

(d) Calcic Solonetz

A MG coordinates

Zone 51, 485500 mE, 6309750 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 2, Photo No. 5139.

P a s t surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CVsL- Circle Valley sandy
(0 to 10 cm).
loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet S151-6,1973,l:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Broad valley, sloping to south-east (< 1%).

Land use

10 m wide strip o f regrowing native vegetation.

Hydraulic conductivity

4-6 mm/h.
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Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
cm

Description

Al

Ap

Ap

0-

A2

A2e

E

5- 10

B21

B21

Btnl

10- 20

Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4 dry and moist) with yellowish
brown (I0YR 5/5 dry and moist), in cemented columns; whole
coloured; fme sandy clay loam; columnar structure; dry,
moderate consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.0; abundant fine roots
covering dome tops; clear boundary.

B22

B22k

Btn2

20- 50

Pale yellow (5Y 7/3 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/3 moist), whole
coloured; gravelly, silty light clay; medium to fme blocky; dry,
moderate consistence; rough fabric; pH 8.5; abrupt boundary.

823

2B23k

2Btnglb

50-150

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6 dry), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 moist),
60%, and pale yellow (5Y 7/3 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/3 moist)
40%, with Mn spots (black); mottled; medium clay; prismatic
structure; moderately moist, moderately firm; rough fabric; pH
8.0; frequent fine roots and some large roots; gradual boundary.

B24

3B24

3Btng2b

150-200

Reddish yellow (5YR 6/6 dry), yellowish red (5YR 5/6 moist),
60%, and pale yellow (5Y 7/3 dry), pale olive (5Y 6/3 moist),
30%, and brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 dry), yellowish brown
(10YR 5/6 moist), 10% especially along cracks and root
channels; mottled; medium clay; prismatic structure; moderately
moist, moderately firm consistence; smooth and rough fabric;
pH 5.0; frequent large roots at 190 cm, moist at 190 cm depth.

5

Pink (7.5YR 7/4 dry), brown (7.5YR 5/4 moist), whole coloured;
fme sand; apedal; sandy fabric; pH 7.0; slight surface crust;
abundant roots; clear boundary.
White (10YR 8/2 dry), light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 moist),
whole coloured; conspicuously bleached; fme sand occurs in
tongues between large domed structural peds; apedal; pH 7.0;
abrupt boundary.
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Scaddan Soil Series
Northern area o f S t e I (agricultural area), Map unit 3/7; Profile 6
(a) Dy4.43, degraded

(b) Supracalcic Hypematric
Yellow Sodosol

(c) SoIodized Solonetz

(d) Calcic Solonetz

Note: Profiles 6 (Scaddan), 4 (Karlsberg) and 7 (Doust) occur in close proximity to one another.
A M G coordinates

Zone 51, 497050 mE, 6306550 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 4, Photo No. 5168.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/K - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam - grey to brown sand on domed clay
(0 to 10 cm), lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain, gently sloping to the north-east (< 1%).

Land use

10 m wide strip o f regrowing native vegetation.

Hydraulic conductivity

3-4 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Al

Ap/A2

Ah

0-

B21

B21

Btnl

5- 15

B22

B22k

Btkc

15- 45

Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 dry and moist), whole coloured;
gravelly, silty light medium clay; medium to fine blocky; dry,
moderate consistence; rough fabric; p H 10.0; abundant lime
nodules; frequent fine roots; clear boundary.

B23

2B23k

2Btb

45-200

Pale olive (5Y 6/3 dry and moist); medium clay; coarse blocky; dry,
moderately firm; becoming moist with depth; rough fabric; pH 8.5;
frequent fine and large roots.

5

Pink (7.5YR 7/4 dry), brown (7.5YR 5/4 moist), whole coloured;
weak clayey fine sand; slightly crusted surface overlain by a thin
layer o f pink medium to coarse sand grains; apedal; sandy fabric;
pH 8.0; abundant roots; short tongues filled with white sand to
8 cm depth; clear boundary.
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 dry) dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4
moist), 60% at cemented domes; pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light
yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 moist), 40% mottled; fine sandy clay;
columnar structure; dry, moderate consistence; rough fabric; pH
9.5; clear boundary.
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Scaddan Soil Series (degraded)
Southern area o f Stage I (agricultural area); Map unit 3/6; Profile 15
(a) Dy4.43 degraded

(b) Supracalcic Hypernatric Yellow Sodosol

(c) Solodized Solonetz

(d) Solonetz

Note: Profile 15 (Scaddan) and 13 (Karlsberg) occur in close proximity to one another. Scaddan occurs in the
micro depressions and Karlsberg on intervening slopes to mounds.
AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 480000 mE, 6302255 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099, 2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 2, Photo No. 5142.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CVsL - Circle Valley sandy
loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay 0 to 10 cm.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6,1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landforrn

Gently undulating plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

<0.1 nun/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)
5

Description

Light grey (10YR 7/2 dry), light brownish grey (10YR 6/2 moist),
whole coloured; fine sandy loam; few mm thick crust at the
surface between large clods o f light brownish (10YR 5/4, dry)
clods containing abundant lime concretions, clods show sealed
surfaces and sub-rounded shape; apedal; dry, hardsetting; pH
8.5; frequent lime concretions; clear boundary.

Al/A2

Ap/A2

Ax/E

0-

B21

B21k

Btnk 1

5- 80

Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4 dry), light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4
moist), whole coloured; sandy clay; columnar structure partly
sheared off, below 30 cm depth parting to coarse blocky peds;
short tongues filled with white sand; dry, very firm consistence;
rough and smooth fabric; pH 9.5; abundant lime concretions;
abrupt boundary.

B22

2B22k

2Btnk2b

80-150

Pale olive (5Y 6/3 dry and moist), whole coloured; medium clay;
coarse prismatic; moist, plastic; smooth and rough fabric;
pH 9.5; abundant lime nodules.
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Scadt:in Soil & r i e s (c[_11_ r•LI _d
Northern area o f Stale I (agricultural area); M i p i n t 317; Profile 16
(a) Dy4.43 degraded

(b) Supracalcic Hypernatric Yellow Sodosol

(c) Solodized Solonetz

(d) Solonetz

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 502500 mE, 6311500 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:250,000, SI 51-6.

Aerial photograph

Mount Beaumont initial development plan area. Scale 1:30,000,
Series 840099,2250(C) WA. 12/11/1984, Run No. 4, Photo No. 5165.

P a s t surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CV/K - CVsL and
Ksl complex, Circle Valley sandy loam, grey to brown sand on domed clay,
0-10 cm and Kumarl sandy loam, brown sandy loam on clay at 0-10 cm lime.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Lan dform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

1 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

Depth
(cm)

(b)

Description

(d)

Al/A2

Ap/A2

Ax/E*

0-

B21

B2 I k

Bnk

5-120

B22

B22k

Ck

5

120-170

Brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 dry); yellowish brown (10YR 5/6
moist), whole coloured; fme sandy loam; few mm thick crust at
the surface between large clods o f olive (5Y 5/4, dry) clods
containing abundant lime nodules, clods show sealed surfaces
and sub-rounded shape; soil material apedal; dry, tough; pH 9.0;
frequent lime nodules; clear boundary.
Pale olive (5Y 6/3 dry), olive (5Y 5/4 moist); whole coloured;
gravelly sandy clay; columnar structure, partly sheared off, below
30 cm very coarse blocky peds; dry, very firm consistence; rough
and smooth fabric; pH 9.5; abundant lime nodules and
concretions; abrupt boundary.
Pale olive (5Y 6/3 dry and moist), brown (10YR 5/3 (dry and
moist), mottled; sandy clay; coarse blocky; moist, plastic; rough
fabric; p H 9.5; abundant lime nodules; at 170 cm depth wet with
disintegrating lime nodules.

x in the Ax/E horizon stands for crusting and hardsetting.
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Scaddan Soil Series
Northern area o f Stage ll (uncleared); Map unit 6 Profile 24
(a) Dy4.43

(b) Supracalcic Hypernatric Brown Sodosol

(c) SoIodized Solonetz

(d) Calcic Solonetz

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 486500 mE; 6311000 mN.

Topographic map

Esperance 1:50,000, SI 51-6. Pt o f 3432-I, II, III, IV.

Aerial photograph

WA 1196. Esperance sheet; Run 7, Photo 5126. 16.1.69.
Scale 1:40,000 (nom.).

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

CD 1321 Sheet 3, Scale 1:31,680. Map unit: CVsL = Circle Valley sandy
loam.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island, WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973, 1:250,000.
Map unit: Qi - Red inland sandplain - red loamy sands over white limestone
over grey to greenish clay.

This survey
Landfonn

Level.

Land use

Native bushland.

Vegetation

Fireburn area.

Stratum 1

Eucalyptus conglobata, E. eremophila, E. leptocalyx, E. uncinata,
E. transcontinentalis, E. redunca.

Stratum 2

Melaleuca pentagona, M cardiophylla, M affin cymbifolia, M uncinata,
E. grossa, Allocasuarina campestris, Grevillea plurijuga.

Stratum 3

Dominated by Microcotys glabra.

Soil surface

Weakly crusted (0.5 cm thick). Ferruginous and lime concretions (5%).

Erosion

Slight water erosion.

Hydraulic conductivity

6 mm/h, wetting front after 48 hours at 80 cm.
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Horizon
(a)

Depth
(cm)

(b)

Description

(d)

Al

Ah

Ah

0- 3

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6 dry), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 moist),
whole coloured, medium to fine sand; structureless; dry, brittle
consistence; p H 6.0; abundant roots; gradual boundary.

A2

A2e

E

3- 5

Pinkish grey (7.5YR 7/2 dry); light brown (7.5YR 6/4 moist);
whole coloured; fine sand; structureless; p H 6.0; abundant roots;
abrupt texture and structure boundary.

B21

B2t

Btn

5-15

Brown (7.5YR 5/4 dry), dark brown (7.5YR 4/4 moist), whole
coloured; sandy clay loam; coarse columnar (10 x 10 x 20); dry,
crumbly consistence; rough-ped fabric; p H 8.5; roots
concentrated on tops o f domes and along tongues and ped
surfaces; tongues 5 cm wide between domes, and 30 cm deep
filled with white fine sand; tops o f domes cemented and stained
with organic matter; abrupt texture boundary.

B22

B2k

Milk

15-70

Yellow (10YR 7/6 dry), brownish yellow (10YR 6/6 moist), whole
coloured; light clay; coarse prismatic structure; crumbly when
dry, plastic when moist; rough-ped fabric; p H 9.5-10.0; lime as
nodules and in fine earth from 25 cm increasing.
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Appendix 3
Representative profiles for three
soils from Salmon Gums area
Circle Valley Soil Series (Circle Valley sandy loam
Salmon Gums area; Profile 26
(b) Supracalcic Hypernatric Grey Sodosol

(a) Dy4.43

(c) Solodized Solonetz

(d) Solonetz

Map symbol

CVs (according to L.J.H. Teakle, G.H. Burvill and S.J. Stokes, 1932-35).

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 388000 mE; 6349500 mN.

Topographic map

Norseman, Scale 1:250,000, Sheet SI 51-2. Scaddan WA Scale 1:100,000,
Sheet 3231.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

Soil Survey o f Salmon Gums agricultural area (1932-35). Scale 1 mile to
an inch, Ref. No. CD 712. Soil surveyors: L.J.H. Teakle, G.H. Burvill and
S.J. Stokes.

Geological map

Esperance-Mondrain Island WA Sheet SI 51-6, 1973,1:250,000.
Map unit: Qpi - Red inland sandplain - deposits red loamy sands over white
limestone over grey to greenish clay (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

15

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Grey (10YR 6/1 dry), dark grey (10YR 4/1 moist), whole
coloured; sandy loam; structureless, massive; dry, firm
consistence; pH 7.0; abrupt boundary.

Al

Ap

Ap

0- 15

B21

B2k

Btn

15- 40

Light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/2 dry), greyish brown (10YR 5/2
moist), whole coloured; sandy clay; coarse prismatic structure
(incipient domes) breaking into large blocks; dry, very firm
consistence; rough fabric; pH 9.5; frequent lime concretions and
nodules; clear boundary.

B22

Ck

Btk

40-100

Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4 dry), grey brown (2.5Y 5/2
moist), whole coloured; sandy clay loam; very coarse blocky to
massive; dry, very strong consistence; smooth and rough fabric;
pH 9.5; abundant lime nodules and concretions.
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Kumar! Soil Suries (Kumarl sandy loam
Salmon Gums area; Profile 27
(a) Dy4.13

(b) Epihypersodic Pedal
Calcic Calcarosol

(c) Intergrade between Grey, Brown and
Red Clay and Euchrozem

(d) Vertisol

Note: Australian Soil Classification is marginal to an Episodic-Epicalcareous Pedal Red Vertisol.
Map symbol

Kcl (Teakle etal. 1932-35).

A M G coordinates

Zone 51, 367000 mE; 6370000 mN. Topographic map. Norseman
Scale 1:250,000, Sheet SI 51-2. Dundas WA Scale 1:100,000, Sheet 3232.

P a s t surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

Soil Survey o f Salmon Gums agricultural area (1932-35). Scale 1 mile to
an inch, Ref. No. CD 712. Soil surveyors: L.J.H. Teakle, G.H. Burvill and
S.J. Stokes.

Geological map

Norseman, W A Sheet SI 51-2, 1973, 1:250,000. Map unit: Qps - Aeolian
deposits quartz sand and silt; gypsiferous in part, forms dunes and sheets;
derived from playas (Quaternary).

This survey
Landform

Plain.

Land use

Cropping.

Hydraulic conductivity

5 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6 dry), yellowish red (5YR 4/6 moist),
whole coloured; sandy loam; weak crumb structure; dry, very
weak consistence; rough fabric; p H 8.5; surface cracking; gradual
boundary.

Al

Ap

Ap

0-

B21

B21k

Btk

5- 60

Brown (7.5YR 5/4 dry), yellowish red (5YR 5/6 moist), whole
coloured; sandy clay; medium to fine blocky; dry, weak
consistence; smooth and rough fabric; p H 9; cracks; frequent
lime nodules and concretions; gradual boundary.

B22

B22t

Bt

60-100

Red (2.5YR 4/6 dry, 2.5YR 4/8 moist); whole coloured; light
medium clay; very coarse blocky; dry very strong consistence;
smooth fabric; pH 9; cracks; rare lime concretions.

5
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Geordie Soil Series (Geordie sandy loam
Salmon Gums area; Profile 28
(a) Gc1.12

(b) Epihypersodic Regolithic
Supracalcic Calcarosol

(c) Grey-brown and Red Calcareous Soil

(d) Calcisol

Map symbol

Bs! (Teakle etal. 1932-35).

AMG coordinates

Zone 51, 370750 mE; 6349900 mN. Topographic map. Norseman
Scale 1:250,000, Sheet SI 51-2. Dundas WA Scale 1:100,000, Sheet 3232.

Past surveys
Lands and Surveys soil map

Soil Survey o f Salmon Gums agricultural area (1932-35). Scale 1 mile to
an inch, Ref. No. CD 712. Soil surveyors: L.J.H. Teakle, G.H. Burvill and
S.J. Stokes.

Geological map

Norseman, WA Sheet SI 51-2, 1973, 1:250,000. Map unit: Qps - Aeolian
deposits quartz sand and silt; gypsiferous in part, forms dunes and sheets;
derived from playas (Quaternary).

Landform

Plain.

Hydraulic conductivity

1 mm/h.

Horizon
(a)

(b)

(d)

Depth
(cm)

Description

0- 20

Pale brown (10YR 6/3 dry), greyish brown (10YR 5/2 moist),
whole coloured; sandy loam; apedal, massive; dry, very firm
consistence; cemented; pH 8; moderate reaction with H a ; clear
boundary.

Cloc

20- 50

Very pale brown (10YR 8/3 dry), light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4
moist), whole coloured; sandy clay loam; structureless; dry, firm
consistence; pH 9.5; abundant fmely divided lime; abundant lime
concretions (to 5 cm in diameter, 40%); gradual boundary.

Ck

50-100

Very pale brown (10YR 8/3 dry, 10YR 7/4 moist), whole
coloured; fine sandy clay loam; structureless; dry, weak
consistence, powdery; pH 9.5; abundant finely divided lime and
lime concretions.

Al

Ap

Ax

A2

B2k

Ck
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Appendix 4

Vegetation

Listed by map unit according to the Principal Profile Forms
Only those species observed at soil sampling sites as most common or characteristic are
included. Mature heights are indicated.

M ip unit 1: Uc2.21, Heart Echo Soil Series
Stratum 1 (2-8 m):

Eucalyptus eremophila, E. redunca, E. uncinata, E. incrassata,
E. merrickiae, Banksia media.

Stratum 2 (1-2 m):

Beaufortia elegans, Melaleuca affin. cymbifolia, M lateriflora,
M pentagona.

Map unit 2: Uc3.12, Fleming Soil Series
Stratum 1 (3-5 m):

Eucalyptus tetragona, E. redunca, E. uncinata, E. merrickiae,
Banksia media.

Stratum 2 (1.0-1.5 m):

Allocasuarina campestris, Callitris roei, Hakea laurina,
Melaleuca uncinata, Calothamnus quadrifidus.

Map unit 3: Gc1.12 or Dy1.13, Geordie/Beete Soil Series
Stratum 1 (>10 m):

Eucalyptus indurata, E. transcontinentalis, E. flocktoniae,
E. eremophila, E. longicornis.

Stratum 2 (1.5-3.0 m)

Melaleuca paupiflora, M cymbifolia.

M y unit 4/3: Gn4.52/Gc1.12, Dowak/Beete Soil Series
Stratum 1 (6-10 m):

Eucalyptus annulata, E. dielsii, E. indurata, E. eremophila,
E. transcontinentalis, E. uncinata.

Stratum 2 (2-3 m):

Melaleuca cardiophylla, M preissiana, M lanceolata,
M cucullata, M cymbifolia, M calycina.

Map unit 4/5: Gn4.52/Dy4.13, Dowak/Karlsberg Soil Series
Stratum 1 (6-10 m):

E. annulata, E. dielsii, E. conglobata, E. eremophila,
E. transcontinentalis.

Stratum 2 (2-3 m):

Melaleuca cardiophylla, M cucullata, M cymbifolia,
M preissiana, M calycina.
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Map unit 4/6: Gn4.52/Dy4.43, Dowak/Scaddan Soil Series
Stratum 1 (6-10 m

E. annulata, E. dielsii, E. eremophila, E. redunca,
E. conglobata, E. leptocalyx.

Stratum 2 (2-3 m

Melaleuca cardiophylla, M cucullata, M preissiana,
M calycina, E. grossa.

Map unit 5: Dy4.13, Karlsberg Soil Series
Stratum 1 (6-8 m

Eucalyptus eremophila, E. leptocalyx, E. uncinata, E. redunca,
E. indurata (I. Booker, personal communication).

Stratum 2 (1.5-2.5 m

Melaleuca cardiophylla, M cucullata, M cymbifolia,
M pentagona, Allocasuarina campestris.

Map unit 6: Dy4.43, Scaddan Soil Series
Stratum 1 (6-10 m):

E. eremophila, E. leptocalyx, E. conglobata, E. redunca,
E. transcontinentalis, E. uncinata, E. goniantha.

Stratum 2 (1.5-2.5 m):

Melaleuca cardiophylla, M cymbifolia, M pentagona,
M cucullata, M uncinata, E. grossa, Allocasuarina campestris.

DSC \RMDWURDIENTBEAU1-2.DOC
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Land Resources Series Reports
No. 1.

Land capability assessment methodology for rural-residential development and
associated agricultural land uses (1989)

No

Land capability study o f the shires o f Mandurah and Murray (1989)

No. 3.

Darling Range rural land capability study (1990)

No. 4.

Geraldton rural-residential land capability study (1990)

No. 5.

Busselton, Margaret River, Augusta land capability study (1990)

No. 6.

Land capability study for horticulture in the Swan Valley (1991)

No. 7.

Soils o f the Mount Beaumont area (1996)

No. 8.

Esperance land resource survey (1993)

No. 9.

Land resources study o f the Carnarvon Land Conservation District and part of
Boolathana Station, Western Australia (1992)

No. 10.

Soils and landforms o f the Manjimup area (1992)

No. 11.

Land resources o f the Northam region (1993)

No. 12.

Land resources o f the Bencubbin area (1995)

No. 13.

Geraldton region land resources survey (1996)

No. 14.

Wellington-Blackwood land resources survey (1996)

Maps accompanying these reports can also be purchased separately.

Other land resource maps

Land Resources o f the Peel-Harvey North Region
Land Resources o f the Peel-Harvey South Region
Maps and reports are available from
Agriculture Western Australia
3 Baron-Hay Court
South Perth 6151
Some copies are also held in local offices. Credit card sales can be arranged by telephoning
(09) 368 3710.
Additional publications covering other parts o f the south-western agricultural areas will be
available shortly.
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Status at December 1996
Mt. Beaumont Land Resources Series No. 7
Other Land Resources Series reports
Land Resources Surveys In progress
Land Resources Surveys completed by other organisations
Area not yet surveyed
Boundary of agricultural area

PERTH

Solis o f the
Mount Beaumont area,
Stages I and II

Bunbuly

Eaper,ir 0

o

j i

O r kilometres

Land Resources Report series
(See full listing Inside)

2

Land capability study of the shires of Mandurah and Murray

3

Darling Range rural land capability study

4

Geraldton rural-residential land capability study

5

Busselton-Margaret River-Augusta land capability study

6

Land capability study for horticulture in the Swan Valley

7
8

Solis of the Mount Beaumont area, Stages I and II
Esperance land resource survey

10

11
12
13
14

Soils and landforms of the ManJimup area
Land resources of the Northam region
Land resources of the Bencubbin area
Geraidton region land resources survey
Wellington-Blackwood land resources survey

9 771033

167077

